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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
A ,  B ,  Cy D = inertial  parameters (slug-ft2). 
C , C , C = hinge-couple components  about axes parallel to the xl-, x2-, and x3-axes, respec- 
x1 x2 x3 
tively (ft-lb). 
CYl, Cy2, Cy3 = hinge-couple components  about axes parallel to the clamshell body-fixed y l - ,  y,-, 
and y3-axes, respectively  (ft-lb). 
C$, C8, C$ = cosines of the  Euler angles $, 8, and 4, respectively. 
dl = clamshell hinge-axis displacement from  the xl-axis (the  rocket vehicle longitudinal 
axis) (ft). 
d, = clamshell center of  mass (c.m.) displacement from  the  xlx2-plane  (the system bi- 
section  plane)  before clamshell deployment  (ft). 
d, = clamshell c.m. displacement from  the system  base  plane (ft). 
d, = clamshell c.m. displacement from  the hinge axis (ft). 
d, = clamshell c m .  displacement from  the  x2x3-plane  (the  rocket vehicle system  trans- 
verse plane containing  its  barycenter)  (ft). 
d, = clamshell c m .  displacement  from the  xl-axis during  deployment  (ft). 
d,f = terminal value of d, (ft). 
F , F , F = hinge-force components directed  along  axes parallel to  the xl-, x2-, and x3-axes, 
x1 x2 x3 
respectively (Ib). 
FYI,  FY2, Fy3 = hinge-force components directed  along  axes parallel to  the clamshell body-fixed 
yl-, y2-,  and y3-axes, respectively (Ib). 
Fly F2, F,, F4, F, = inertial  forces  (lb). 
JCY1 = JI, ( Y ;  -t Y ; )  
significant elements of the clamshell inertia  matrix  defined  in 
terms of the clamshell body-fixed  y-frame (slug-ft2). 
V 
significant elements  of  the clamshell inertia  matrix  defined  in 
terms  of  the clamshell body-fixed y-frame (slug-ft2) 
Jvxl = rocket vehicle (minus-clamshells) spin  moment of  inertia  (moment  of  inertia 
about  the  xl-axis) (slug-ft2). 
J , J , J = clamshell moments of inertia  about  the zl-' z2-, and z3-axes, respectively (slug-ft2). 
51 zz 23 
K = direction cosine matrix. 
Myl , Mvzy My, = moments  about  the clamshell body-fixed y l - ,  y2-, and y3-axes, respectively (ft-lb). 
M , M , M = moments  about  the clamshell body-fixed zl-, z2-, and z,-axes, respectively (ft-lb). 
z1 zz 23 
m = clamshell mass  (slugs). 
p = position  vector  from  the origin of the x-frame to  the clamshell c.m. (ft). 
R ,  = component  of  the  position vector from an  inertial  frame origin to  the  x-frame 
origin directed along the  rocket vehicle body-fixed xl-axis (ft). 
S$ ,  SO, Sqi = sines of  the  Euler angles I), 8, and 4, respectively. 
t = elapsed time (s). 
tf = time  at  the  end of the clamshell deployment phase  and the beginning of the free- 
flight phase (s). 
U, V = momenta1  parameters (ft-lb). 
W,, W,, W, = clamshell free-flight rotational  rate  components  about  the zl-, 2,-, and z,-axes, 
respectively (s-l). 
(Xj} = displacement vector  for  the jth  point  on  the clamshell defined in terms  of  the 
X-frame (ft). 
{Xcm} = clamshell c.m. displacement vector  defined in terms of the inertial  X-frame (ft). 
{ zi} = displacement vector  for  the  jth  point  on  the clamshell defined in terms  of  the 
x-frame  (the clamshell centroidal principal axis frame)  (ft). 
a = angle between  the x1 x2-plane and  the  plane  defined by the  xl-axis and the posi- 
tion  vector p. 
p = angle in  the clamshell mass-symmetry  plane  between the clamshell body-fixed 
y-frame  and  the clamshell centroidal principal axis set. 
vi 
7 = clamshell roll-out angle (the angle between the  xlx2-plane  and  the  yly2-plane). 
q = angle between  the x1 x2-plane  and the plane  containing  both  the clamshell hinge 
axis  and clamshell c.m. 
qo = initial value of q. 
cyf, rf, qf = terminal values of cy, 7, and q, respectively. 
$J, 8, $J = Euler angles (see Figure 6) .  
&Il = rocket vehicle spin  (rotational  rate of the  x-frame) (s-'). 
alf = terminal value of al (s-l). 
al0 = initial value of a1 (s-l). 
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INVESTIGATION OF A CLAMSHELL 
ROLL-OUT EJECTION CONCEPT 
by 
Lawrence F. Hatakeyama 
Goddard Space  Flight  Center 
INTRODUCTION 
In this  report, a  roll-out  ejection  concept for  the release of clamshells from  spinning  sounding 
rockets is developed  and discussed. The primary aim is to establish the desirability of this  particular 
concept  for use with  sounding  rockets. It will be seen that  the  conditions  under which the clamshells 
are  ejected  impose  requirements not considered  in other applications. These requirements  affect 
chiefly the  manner in which the clamshells are to be  ejected. 
At  the present  time, there are two general categories of ejectable  payload-protection devices. The 
conceptually  older  and  structurally  simpler of these devices is the  one piece nose cone. A nose  cone is 
essentially a shell of  revolution  with  its  aft  end  faired  and  attached to the  top stage of the  rocket ve- 
hicle. The  cone is tapered to a closed fore  end.  The  payload is situated in the space  bounded  by  the 
nose  cone  and the  rocket vehicle. The  nose  cone is impelled at its  ejection  by springs or  other means 
in the  direction in  which the  rocket vehicle is pointed. Obviously, this is not  attempted while the 
rocket vehicle is thrusting-it  must  occur  under  coasting  conditions. If the  rocket vehicle has  a  control 
system,  it may be  maneuvered so that  the ejected  nose  cone  does not present  a collision hazard  during 
a  subsequent  thrust phase. Unfortunately,  sounding  rockets  do  not  now have this maneuvering capa- 
bility.  Hence, the nose  cone cannot be  ejected safely until  the  sounding  rocket is in its final  coast 
phase  and at an  altitude where  post  ejection collision is not likely to occur.  Thus,  the  performance of 
a  sounding  rocket  can  be  impaired  by  its  acceleration  of excess mass. In the case of  the Javelin (i.e., 
Honest  John-Nike-Nike-X248) rocket vehicle, nose  cone  ejection is timed to  occur 120 seconds after 
liftoff,  when  the vehicle is at an  altitude  of  about 700,000 feet.  At  this  point  in  the  flight,  any resid- 
ual X248  thrust  and  the drag  deceleration  difference  between  the  ejected  nose  cone and rocket vehicle 
are  considered to be negligible. It will be seen that  this  particular  nose  cone  ejection is set for a time 
which occurs  significantly later  than is possible with clamshells. It can be seen also that,  in general, 
nose cone  ejection is troublesome  when  the payload is long  and  impossible  when the payload  compart- 
ment is bulbous.  Guides or bumpers  running  the  length  of  the payload  and  ejection actuators  with 
long strokes  are  required  in  the  former  instance to avoid nose cone  hang  up.  The  nose  cone  can  still be 
a  source  of  trouble  after  it  has cleared the  rocket vehicle. It effectively  continues to precede the 
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payload in the  trajectory  and  may  affect  instrument readings by  emitting  particles  and  disturbing  the 
environment in other ways. 
Clamshell systems  are  like  nose cones, largely in overall shape.  Each clamshell may be  considered 
to be a  longitudinal  section  of  a  shell  of  revolution.  The clamshells are  held  together by bands, clamps, 
and  the like, or  they  are  attached to skin sections  which  can  be  ruptured at ejection  time.  On  ejection, 
each clamshell is projected  away  from  the  longitudinal  axis of the  rocket vehicle; that is, its movement 
characteristically  has  a component which soon carries the clamshell out of  the  path  of  the payload. 
Therefore, the ejected clamshells do  not  continue  to be collision hazards after  they have cleared the 
rocket vehicle and  payload.  Thus, the  time  at which clamshell ejection is set to occur may be made 
meaningful in that  it is not necessary to wait  until the  drag has dropped  practically to zero  before ejec- 
tion.  In  fact,  a slight amount of drag will help to increase the  longitudinal  separation  between  the pay- 
load  and  ejected clamshells. Obviously, the  application  of  rocket vehicle thrust can produce even 
greater  separation. 
Ejection can occur  for  the Javelin when it is at  an  altitude  of  about 300,000 feet.  At  this  point 
in  its  flight, it is about halfway into  its X248 thrust phase. Perturbations  due to X248 ignition  and 
separation have been  damped  out,  and  the  dynamic pressure has dropped to negligibly low values 
despite the considerable  increase  in vehicle velocity. The  shape  of  the  dynamic pressure profile  for the 
Javelin is exemplified  by the curve in  Figure 1. The X248 thrust phase  occurs  between  the  tick  marks 
located at 56 and 97.9 s.  In  addition to permitting  the recording of scientific  data  at  lower  altitudcs 
than it was possible previously, clamshell ejection even at this  point in the final  boost  phase will  have a 
significant effect  on  the  performance of the Javelin. Because about  two  thirds of the vehicle velocity 
at  final burnout is due to  the X248 thrust phase, the release of clamshells earlier  in the flight can im- 
prove the vehicle’s performance (see Figure 2). 
Unfortunately,  the  conditions  under  which  sounding  rocket clamshells must operate have not 
been sufficiently considered in a number  of designs. This situation  may  be  partly  due to  the estab- 
lished success in the release of clamshells from  nonspinning  rocket vehicles, in which clamshells are 
disengaged and  simply  pitched out. It should  be noted  that in  this case, the angular  motion of each 
clamshell is restricted to rotation  about  that  one of its  centroidal  principal axes normal to its mass 
symmetry plane. Hence, the  motion  of  the clamshells during  and  after  their  deployment  remains un- 
coupled  and simple. This is not  the case with clamshells pitched  out  from a  spinning rocket vehicle. 
Instead,  such  an  action causes each ejecting clamshell to rotate  about all of its  centroidal  principal 
axes. The  resulting  complication  greatly increases the  extraneous  tendencies of these clamshells and 
makes it difficult to design optimal  constraints to control  the clamshell motion  during  the  deployment 
phase of ejection. 
The extraneous tendencies  should be reduced, if not  eliminated,  by essentially limiting clamshell 
angular motion  to  rotation  about a single principal axis. This requires that each clamshell be rolled 
out since it is rolling to begin with.  This can  be done  by pivoting it  about an axis through  either  its 
leading or trailing edge in the clamshell system  sectioning planes. Extraneous  rotational  tendencies 
may yet be induced  in the clamshell by  reaction to constraints utilized to develop the desired rolling 
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Figure 1-Dynamic pressure profile  for  a Javelin launched at 80" QE 
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Figure 2-Effect of clamshell  release time relative to X248 ignition 
on Javelin flight performance. 
The angular momentum of a  roll-out clamshell pivoted about  its leading edge  is increased on  its 
deployment. This is caused  by the displacement of  its  center  of mass (c.m.) from  the  rocket vehicle 
longitudinal  axis  and the increase  in its angular rate, which is  a  summation  of  its roll-out rate  and  the 
vehicular spin.  The  rocket vehicle will be despun  by such clamshell deployment unless means  are 
adopted to  preclude  it. This can be  a  troublesome  endeavor  since  it  tends to complicate the  system 
design and increase its weight. 
A clamshell pivoted about  its trailing edge, on  the  other  hand, is despun  on  its  deployment since 
its pivotal, i.e., roll-out, rate is in  opposition to the  rocket vehicle spin.  Thus, the energy for clamshell 
deployment can be  expected to come  initially  from the  rotational energy of the clamshell. The  rocket 
vehicle will experience  a  measure  of  despinning  after the clamshell has  pivoted to a given roll-out angle. 
This will definitely  be  the case  when the clamshell is totally  despun, i.e., when the magnitude  of the 
clamshell roll-out rate equals that  of  the  rocket vehicle spin.  The clamshell may  be disengaged at this 
point in its  deployment to give its free-flight motion a  purely  translatory  character. However, in an 
actual  flight, it may be  preferable to release the clamshell earlier, i.e., at a  smaller  roll-out angle to re- 
duce  the  extraneous  torquing of the  rocket vehicle during clamshell ejection.  The  selection  of an opti- 
mum release angle is not obvious,  particularly when too small an angle can result in a collision between 
the clamshells and the payload  (this is the case with release at zero  roll-out angle, i.e., instantaneous 
clamshell release). The  effects of various system  parameters  must  be  investigated  before  any  determi- 
nation can be  made  with  respect to  this  aspect or  any  other aspect  of  this  problem. 
ANALYTICAL ASSUMPTIONS 
The following analysis is concerned with  the  equations  for  the  motion,  forces,  and  couples gener- 
ated  by clamshells released from  spinning  sounding rockets in  accordance  with  a  roll-out  ejection con- 
cept.  This  concept  requires  that  each  ejecting clamshell be pivoted about  an axis at  its trailing edge in 
the system  bisection  plane so that  its pivotal, i.e., roll-out,  rate is in  opposition to the  rocket vehicle 
spin. Figure 3 illustrates the  ejection  sequence scheme viewed  head-on to  a  rocket vehicle with a  right- 
hand  spin. 
In order to facilitate  resolution  of  the  problem,  it s  assumed that  there is a  problem  symmetry 
which permits  the characterization of the system  dynamics by  those  of a single clamshell. Thus, the 
n CLAMSHELLS 
Figure 3-Trailing edge pivot type of roll-out clamshell  system with right-hand vehicle  spin. 
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clamshells are assumed to  be dynamically  matched, rigid bodies attached to  a spinning rocket  which is 
not coning in a significant manner  when clamshell ejection is initiated. For convenience, it is assumed 
also that  the damping  and dissipative forces are negligible in  comparison to the inertial forces. 
Three  coordinate  frames  are used in the analysis of the  deployment phase dynamics. One  of 
these is the x-frame, which is centered at  the vehicle system  barycenter  and  orientated so that  its 
xl-axis is coincident  with the  rocket vehicle longitudinal axis and  its x2-axis is directed in  such a way 
that  the clamshell system bisection plane is  in  the x1 xiplane. The  x-frame may be assumed to be a 
rocket vehicle body-fixed frame since the barycenter may be considered to be  stationary  during  the 
time  required  by clamshell deployment.  The clamshell body-fixed y-frame is centered at  the clamshell 
c.m. and  orientated so that  its yl- ,  y2-, and y3-axes  parallel the xl-, x2-, and x3-axes, respectively, of  the 
x-frame before clamshell ejection. The clamshell  is constrained  during its  deployment to maintain the 
parallelism between the x1 and y1 axes. The z-frame is the clamshell centroidal principal axis set. It is 
oriented so that  its z2-axis is normal to the clamshell  mass symmetry  plane  and  coincident  with  the 
y2-axis of  the y-frame. The clamshell may  be affixed with weights to rotate  the  zl-  and z3-axes and 
bring them  into alignment with  the y l -  and y3-axes, respectively, without changing the relationship be- 
tween  the  z2-  and y2-axes.  When this is done,  the z-frame and  y-frame are identical. Figure 4 illustrates 
the spatial  relationship  between  the x-, y-,  and z-frames. 
EQUATIONS FOR THE SYSTEM ANGULAR MOTION 
Y1 
The  equations for  the angular motions of the system, derived 
NOTE: i = by  an  application of Lagrange’s equation,  may  be  written  in a form 
suitable for digital computer  solution as follows: 
s j =  D U - B V  
A D - B C  
and 
where 
B = - 2(Jcyl + md;) + 2md5dl COS , 
C = B ,  
U =  - 2(2ma1qd5 - mq2d5)dl sin q , 
V = 2ma?d5dl sin q , 
Figure  4-Coordinate frames. # O .  
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EQUATIONS FOR THE HINGE FORCES 
The hinge-force components  are  obtained  by  the  application of Newton’s Second Law to  the 
acceleration of the clamshell c.m. This yields 
and 
where 
Fl = m+d5 , 
F2 = mq2d5 , 
F =mRl  , 
Fx2=Fl s i n q + ( F 2 - F 3 ) c o s q - F 4 s i n a - F 5  c o s a ,  
F = F l  c o s q - ( F 2 - F 3 ) s i n q + F 4  cosa-F,  s i n a ,  
X1 
x 3  
F, = 2mL?21qd5 ,
F4 = m h l d l  , 
F, = mi2:dl . 
and 
EQUATIONS FOR THE  HINGE COUPLES 
From Figures 4 and 5, it can be  shown that 
ex1 = CY, 
cx2 = cy, COS y + Cy3 sin Y 
c = C  cosy-   CY2sinr ,  
x 3  Y 3  
Fyl =Fxl ’ 
Fy2 = Fx2 cos y - Fx3 sin Y , 
Fy3 = F cosy + Fx2 s iny ,  
and 
x 3  
where 
CYl = M y l  - Fyzd2 - Fy3d21 
cy, = My,  + Fy,d2 - Fy3d3 ’ 
cy3 = My3 + Fyldl  + Fy2d3 ’ 
My,  = Mzl  cos P - MZ3 sin P , 
M y 2  = Mz2 
and 
6 
i Solution of the preceding  equations  requires the application of Euler’s equation of motion to the problem;  thus, 
Mz2 = (Jz3 - Jzl)(G?l - ,li)2 cos sin p , 
and 
M~~ = - J$+ - 5 )  sin0 , 
where 
Jzl 
= J~~~ cos2 p + J~~~ sin2 p 
- 2 Jcys cos p sin p , 
Jz2 = Jcy2 3 
and 
J = JcYl sin2 p + Jcy3 cos2 p 
23 
+ 2 Jcys cos 0 sin p . 
EQUATIONS FOR FREE FLIGHT 
Figure  5-Deployment phase of ejection showing one 
ejecting clamshell. 
The free-flight displacements of the  jth point 
on the clamshell may be expressed in terms of the 
X-frame, an  inertial  frame which  is orientated so 
that  its XI-, X2-, and X3-axes parallel the xl-, x2-, and x3-axes of  the x-frame at  the  instant of clamshell 
disengagement. This inertial  frame  translates at  the  rate established  by the  rocket vehicle at  this  time; 
thus , 
and 
se e+ + sg s+ cg  ce c g  ses4 - sg 
se c4 - e+ s# sg ce s+ ses+ + c g  c4 
0 
{Xc..,,} = ( t  - tf) 
The  square  K-matrix is a  direction  cosine  matrix based on the  Euler angle system  shown  in  Figure 6.  
This angular system is a  variant of a  system used  widely by  aeronautical engineers. It is utilized to 
7 
I II I 
Figure  6-Euler angles and free  flight  coordinate systems. 
simplify the  determination of the initial  Euler angles. From  the  construction in  Figure 6, it can be 
shown  that 
and 
The z-frame components  of  the clamshell rotational  rate may be  obtained  from Euler's equations  of 
motion  for  the free  flight; thus, 
8 
W, = Wl dt + (alf - Gf) cosp , t 
W 2 = / f  W 2 d t ,  




Figures 7 through  25  illustrate  the  results of a study of a  roll-out clamshell system for  the Javelin 
rocket vehicle. The digital computer program  and  a data deck  utilized  in  this study  are listed in Ap- 
pendix A. Nominal system data, if the use of unaligned clamshells for which the 0-angle is not  zero is 
assumed,  are  estimated to be as follows: 
J,,, = 7.5 Slug-ft2 , 





= 0.1 178 slug-ft2 , 
= 0.3466 slug-ft2 , 
= 0.4200 slug-ft2 , 
= 0.032  19 slug-ft2 , 
d ,  = 0.8042  ft2 , 
d2 = 0.4286  ft2 , 
d,  = 1.456  ft2 , 
al0 = 9.5  revls , 
.. 
R, = 515 ft-S-2 . 
and 
9 
When the  study is applied to aligned clamshells, i.e., clamshells wherein the P-angle has  been  zeroed, 
the applicable clamshell parameters  are changed as follows: 
m = 0.4592 slug , 
JCY 1 
= 0.1656 slug-ft2 , 
Jcvz = 0.4654 Slug-ft2 , 
Jcy3 = 0.5676 Slug-ft2 , 
Jcy, = 0.0 Slug-ft2 , 
and 
d2 = 0.3733 ft  , 
d, = 1.268 ft  . 
These changes reflect the  effects  of alignment  brought about  by  the  attachment  of  two weights to each 
clamshell in a  manner which results  in minimum clamshell mass increase. 
The  system motion and the hinge forces and couples  generated by clamshell deployment are 
shown  in Figures 7 through 10. There  appears to be no significant  difference  between  systems using 
unaligned and aligned clamshells according to these figures. 
It  should  be  noted  that  the  rocket vehicle is subject to slight spin-up  followed  by negligible de- 
spinning  as the clamshells deploy.  The individual and the  total  effects are  of the  order  of a  percent  of 
the initial vehicular spin over the range of roll-out angles considered. No violation of angular  momen- 
tum conservation is represented by the  rocket vehicle spin-up because each clamshell is being despun 
as it rolls out. The vehicular spin-up signifies that  the energy taken  from  the  rotation  of  the clamshells 
is more  than  sufficient for  their  deployment.  The excess energy is not large, so the spin-up is not sig- 
nificant. This observation applies also to  the energy deficit  which  results  in the  rocket vehicle despin- 
ning at  the larger roll-out angles. Thus, no special rocket vehicle despin  avoidance devices are  needed 
for  the clamshell system  simulated. 
Reversing the  rocket vehicle spin  permitted  a  comparative  study of a  roll-out  system  with pivot 
axis at  the clamshell leading edge. As expected,  such  a  system  subjects the rocket vehicle to greater 
despinning  and  generates hinge forces  and  couples of considerably larger magnitudes than  the system 
with  trailing edge pivot. These effects,  illustrated in Figures 1 1 and 12, are attributed to  the fact  that 
the clamshells are  spun up as they roll out.  It will be seen that  this spin-up also raises the minimum 
roll-out angle at which the clamshells can be safely disengaged. Thus, a  roll-out  system  with pivot axis 
located at  the clamshell trailing edge is preferable to a  system  with  pivot axis at  the leading edge. 
It may be  inferred  from Figures 8 and 10 that  the hinge couples  are more significant to the sys- 
tem designer than  the hinge forces. Thus, Figures 13  through 16 are  included to illustrate the effects 
of rocket vehicle spin and  longitudinal  acceleration on Cxz and Cxs, the hinge couples which oppose 
the clamshell pitching  and yawing tendencies, respectively. As expected,  the  rocket vehicle spin at  the 
higher levels investigated produces  a  decidely  bad  effect  on Cx2 and Cx3. On the  other  hand,  the  rocket 
10 
vehicle longitudinal  acceleration  tends to reduce  the  maximua  magnitude of Cx3 by  shifting  its  time 
trace  upward. No such  beneficial  effect is incurred  for Cx2 despite  a  similar  upward  shifting  of  its  time 
trace. Whatever the case  may be,  the  magnitudes of C, and Cx3 indicate  that  serious  consideration 
should  be given to reducing  the  rocket vehicle spin to a’bout a half of  that  presently  utilized. Use of a 
lower  rocket vehicle spin  can  improve the X248 motor  performance in addition to  moderating  the de- 
sign requirements  of  the clamshell system. 
The X2X3 projections of the  near free-flight displacements of clamshells released at roll-out angles 
of  12.5, 15, 30, and 60 deg  are  shown  in  Figures 17  through 23. Except  in  Figure  19,  these  projec- 
tions  are  for aligned clamshells. Since the X , X 2  and X , X 3  projections  for  these clamshells are  straight 
lines, and  therefore of little  interest,  they  are  not  presented.  Figure  19  shows  that  the  near f ee-flight 
displacements of an unaligned clamshell under  the  conditions  considered is not  markedly  different 
from  that of an aligned clamshell. It is possible that  conditions  beyond  the scope of this  study could 
produce  effects  requiring  further  investigation. 
Figures  17  and 20 show that  roll-out clamshells can be released too  soon.  In  each case, the clam- 
shell rotational  magnitude is too high for  release at  the  roll-out angle shown.  Obviously, clamshell re- 
lease can take place safely at a lower  roll-out angle with  the trailing edge pivot type of system  because 
the clamshells are  subject to despinning  and  the  offending  parts  are  displaced  farther away from  the 
payload when disengagement occurs. The rotation of each clamshell will  be near  zero,  and  its free- 
flight motion  thereby will  be almost  purely  translatory when the clamshell is released at  a  roll-out 
angle of 60 deg. This effect  occurs  near 60 deg for  the system  under  consideration at  the various 
vehicle spin  rates  shown  in  Figure 24. Indeed,  the  angular  motion of the system can  be characterized 
by the  reduced  forms  contained  in  Figure  25. This figure  shows that  the  relationship  between Q1 and 
.ri is constant  for  any given roll-out angle. The  locus of points in X-space through which a given part of 
the clamshell passes  is futed  therefore by the  yangle  at which  disengagement  occurs.  The  vehicular 
spin  merely  affects the  rate  at which  such a given set of points in X-space is traversed.  Thus, clam- 
shells which can  be released safely at  15 deg when vehicular  spin is 9.5  rev/s can also  be released safely 
at  this angle at  any other positive  vehicular  spin if the system can bear  the  loads imposed  upon  it.  That 
is, clamshell release for  the system  under  consideration can be programmed for  roll-out angles between 
15  and 60 deg. Choice  of  the  lower angles will  be influenced by the desire to reduce  unbalanced  torqu- 
ing of the  rocket vehicle during clamshell deployment. This torquing may arise from  vehicular  coning 
motion, clamshell mismatch,  and the  “yo-effect” caused by nonsimultaneous  release of clamshells. On 
the  other  hand, release at  a higher roll-out angle is desirable  because it  results  in  the  ejection of clam- 
shells with  reduced  rotational  motion  and  lowered  likelihood of collision  with the  payload. 
The  system  angular  motions  are not  affected by the  rocket vehicle longitudinal  acceleration.  The 
system  characteristics discussed in  the preceding  paragraph will therefore  be  independent of deviations 
in  rocket vehicle thrust.  Since  the  various  acceleration levels are  normally  associated  with  different 
system mass properties, it was expected  that  the curves in  the figures discussed would  reflect  this  fact. 
This mass effect,  however,  tends to be  a  minor  one  since it involves the  interchange  of  a  relatively 
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Figure 8-Forces and  couples with unaligned clamshells. 
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Figure 11-Effect of rocket-vehicle spin reversal on the system motion. Figure 12-Effect of rocket-vehicle spin reversal on the hinge forces and 
couples. 
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Figure 13-Effect of rocket-vehicle spin on Cxq. 
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Figure 14-Effect of rocket-vehicle acceleration on Cy-. 
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Figure 15-Effect  of rocket-vehicle spin on C 
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Figure 16-Effect of rocket-vehicle acceleration on C 
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Figure 17-Near free-flight displacementsof  an  aligned roll-out clamshell 
released at  12.5 deg. 




Figure 18-Near free-flight displacements of an aligned roll-out clam- 
shell  released at 15 deg. 
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Figure 19-Near free-flight displacements of an unaligned roll-out clam- 
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Figure 20-Effect  of rocket-vehicle spin reversal on the near free-flight 
shell  released at 15 deg. of an aligned clamshell  released at  15 deg. 
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Figure 21-Near free-flight displacements of an  aligned roll-out clamshell 
released at 30 deg. 
Figure 22-Near free-flight displacements of an aligned roll-out clam- 
shell  released at 60 deg. 
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Figure 23-Effect  of rocket-vehicle spin reversal on the near free-flight 
of an aligned clamshell released at 60 deg. 
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Source  Listing of Program "ROC" and  a Data Deck 
23 
/ /  EXEC F O R T R A N G ~ P A R M = ' N A C E = R O C ~ D E C K '  
//SOURCE.SYSPUNCH DD DSN=EOECK1SYSOUT=R 
/ /SOURCF.SYSIN DD * 
C 2 / 2 1 / 6 9  - L.F.H. R O C 0 0 0 1 0  
C 
C MOD. 8 / 2 1 / 6 9  - L.F.H. R O C 0 0 0 2 0  
R O C 0 0 0 3 0  
C ... M A I N  PROGRAM 'RUC'... R O C 0 0 0 4 0  
C PROG. ROC  AND I T S  S U B S I D I A R Y  SUBPROGRAMS WAY BE U T I L I Z E D   T O  S T U D Y   R O C 0 0 0 5 0  
C RUTH  THF  DEPLOYMENT  AND  THE  FREE  FLIGHT PHASFS nF C L A M S H E L L   E J E C T I O N .   R O C 0 0 0 6 0  
C THE  TYPE DF SYSTEM T H A T  C A N  B E   S T U D I E D  I S  BASED  ON A U Y I D U E   C L A M S H E L L   A O C 0 0 3 7 0  
C R O L L - O U T   E J E C T I O N   C C N C F P T .   T H E   F R E E   F L I G H T   P H 4 S E   O F  A G I V E N   C A S E  I N  AROCOOOBO 
C JOB  RUN MAY BE S K I P P E D  I F  DESIRED.  THE D A T A   L O A O I Y G  I S  SET SO THAT ROC00090 
C THE  TERMINAL  CARD IN E A C H   L O G I C A L   S U B S E T  OF CARDS  REPRESENTINS A CASE ROC00100 
C I N P U T  R E  P U N C H t D   W l T H   A N   I N T E G E R   O F   T H E   F O R M   ' L L L K J '   A N D   A D J U S T E D   A S   R O C 0 0 1 1 0  
C DESIRE0  BETWEEN  COLUMNS 1 THROUGH 8 1  I N C L U S I V E .  I F  'J '  I S  ZERO, T H E   R O C 0 0 1 2 0  
C F R E E   F L I G H T   P H A S E  O F  THE C A S E  I S  SKIPPFD.  I F  ' K '  I S  ZERO, T H E   C A S E   I S R O C 0 0 1 3 0  
C T H E   L A S T  I N  THE JOB K U N  T O  BE  PROCESSFD.  THE  CASE NO. I S  O P T I O N A L L Y   R O C 0 0 1 4 0  
C ENTERED BY P U N C H I N G   U P  T O  T H R E E   D I G I T S  I N  ' LLL ' ;  I F  I T  I S  OMITTEDI   THERDC00150 
C CASE NO. I S  €QUAL T(1 THE  PRECEOIYG  CASE NO. P L U S  0YE.  
C L.F.H. 8 / 2 1 / 6 9 .  
C 
1 2 0  FORMAT(  '0',39X,'... J l  = ' , l l * '  ...' 
1 3 0  FORMAT(  R O X v ' R T I M E  = ' v F 8 . 3 , '  SEC.' 
C 
F X T E R N A L  S F T l , A U X l ~ D E R l r 4 U X 2 , f l U T l ,  
X S E T ~ , ~ U X ~ ~ D E R ~ V ~ U X ~ ~ ~ U T ~  
C 
COMMON / L F H Z  / N X ( 4 7 ) , C B L D C K l 2 0 r 2 2 0 )  
R E A L + 8  
1 
2 
Z ( 2 5 0 ) ~  
H , X ( 3 ) , Y ( 8 , 3 ) ,  
D E R ( 8 1 4 )  
COMMON / D A T A  / Z I ~ E ~ Z , N E ~ Z , J ~ , J Z ~ J ~ ~ J ~ ~ J ~  
1 
2 
E Q U I V A L E N C E  
( H v L ( 4 4 )   X ( l ) t Z ( 6 1 )   Y ( l v l ) , Z ( 6 4 1  1 ,  
( D E R ( 1 , 1 ) 1 2 ( 9 1 )  
C 
300 C A L L   S T I M E  
C A L L   O A D (  Z 
I F (  N X ( 2 O )  + N X ( 2 2 )  .YE. 0 GO T 3  990 
K K  = N X ( 9 )  - N X ( 4 4 )  
JJ  = MOD( K K t l O  
J K  = M O D (  K K ~ 1 0 0  ) / I 0  
JL = MOO( K K . 1 0 0 0 0 0  ) / l o 0  
I F (  JL .GT. 0 I J4 = JL 
C 
C ... I S 1  ( DCPLOYMENT 1 PHASE... 
C 
C A L L  N I T  1 
CALL  RK(   X ,Y,DER,3 ,H,J l rJZr  
X S E T l , A U X l 1 D E R L , ~ U X 2 r O U T l  1 
I F (  J l  .GT. 4 GO TU 500 
C A L L   A U X l  
C A L L   A U X Z  
C 4 L L   O U T 1 (  1 ) 
C A L L   O E R 1 (  XSY,DERI~,L ) 
R O C 0 0 1 6 0  
R O C 0 0 1 7 0  
ROC00150 
R O C 0 0 1 9 0  
R O C 0 0 2 0 0  
R O C 0 0 2 1  0 
R O C 0 0 2 2 0  
i O C 0 0 2 3 0  
R O C 0 0 2 4 0  
R O C 0 0 2 5 0  
R O C 0 0 2 6 0  
R O C 0 0 2 7 0  
R O C 0 0 2 8 0  
90C00290 
R O C 0 0 3 0 0  
R O C 0 0 3 1 0  
R O C 0 0 3 2 0  
R O C 0 0 3 3 0  
R O C 0 0 3 4 0  
ROC00350 
R O C 0 0 3 6 0  
R O C 0 0 3 7 0  
R O C 0 0 3 8 0  
R O C 0 0 3 9 0  
R O C 0 0 4 0 0  
R O C 0 0 4 1 0  
R O C 0 0 4 2 0  
R O C 0 0 4 3 0  
R O C 0 0 4 6 0  
R O C 0 0 4 5 0  
R O C 0 0 4 6 0  
R O C 0 0 4 7 0  
' 1 0 C 0 0 4 8 0  
ROC 00490 
R O C 0 0 5 0 0  
R D C 0 0 5 L O  
R O C 0 0 5 2 0  




... 2ND ( FREE F L I G H T  1 PH4SE... 
C A L L   N I T 2  
C 4 L L  R K I  X ,YvOER,bpH,J1 ,4r  
X SETZ,AUX3,OER2,4UX4,OUT2 I 
IF1 J1 .GT. 4  GO T O  500 
CALL  AUX3 
CALL  AUX4 
CALL  OUTZI  1 ) 
GO T O  5 5 0  
CALL  DER21  X,Y,OES,6.1 I 
C 
500 WRITF I  6,120 I J 1  
550 C 4 L L   T T I H E (   J T I P E  1 
RTIWE = F L U A T I   J T I M r e 2 h  ) /1000000.  
I F (  JK  .NE. 0 1 GO TO 300 
G O   T O  9 9 9  
WRITE(  6 , 1 3 0  K T I M F  
990 I F (  JK .EQ. 0 1 GO T O  999 





C 2 / 2 2 / 6 1  - L.F.H. 
C MOO. 1 0 / 2 3 / 6 8  - L.F.H. 
C 
C 
C ... PROD. VtRS.. .  
C 
SURRflUTI NE LOAU 
110 FORMAT1 2 0 4 4  
130 FORMAT(  15X, ' . . .RF4n FRRUR I N  LOAD...' I 




















3 0 C 0 0 5 8 0  
ROC 0 0 5 9 0  
ROC00600  



















L O A D 0 0 2 0  
LOAD0030  
L O A D 0 0 4 0  
L O A D 0 0 5 0  












L O A 0 0 1 8 0  
LOAOOlTO 
LOADOZOO 
L OAD0210  
L O A 0 0 2 2 0  
LOAD0230  
L O A D 0 2 4 0  


































R 8   C O N T A I N S   I L O B ) ,  A N  ADOR. I N T E R V h L   T O  SUBP. EDATA. L O A D 0 3 0 0  
R 9   C O N T A I N S   A ( 3 1 .   L O A D 0 3 1 0  
R Y ' S  ARE  NOT USED  B   SUBP.  LOAD OR SUHP. E D A T A .   L O A D 0 3 2 0  
N 1  I S  A BRANCHING  CONTROL  SET  BY  SUSP. E D b T A  FOR  SUBP.  LOAD.  LOAD0330 
NZ I S  A CAR0  COLUKN  FRROR  INO[CATOR S E T  B Y  SURP. EOATA.   LOAD0340 
N3 I S  4 COUNT  OF  CARIIS  'RE4D'  BY SURP. L J A D   A N D  PROC. BY SJRP.  E D A T A L 0 4 D 0 3 5 0 ,  
N4 = 32767 I S  SET  BY SURP. L O 4 0   T O   S I G N A L  A ' R E A D I Y G '  FHHOR. L O A D 0 3 6 0  
CARD(2O)   CORTAINS  THE  CHARACTERS OF THE  CURRENT  CARD  IMAGE  'READ'   BYLOA00370 
SUBP. L U A D  A;\IO  P%OC. B Y  SURP. F D A T A .   L O A D 0 3 8 0  
R 3 0   C O N T A I N S   A ( I N I T .   L O A D   P O I N T ) .   L O A D 0 3 9 0  
PSW C n N T A I N S   T H E  0-PSW  HENEVFR SUOP. E O h T 4  IS SURJELTEU T O  A P R X .   L O A 0 3 4 3 0  
INTERRUPTION  WHICH I S  C H A N N E L E D   B Y   T H E   ' S P I E '  IN SURP. EDATA. L O A 0 0 4 1 0  
K3 = 1 I S  S E T  B Y  SURP. LOAD TO S I G N h L  AN ENCOUNT€R WITH AN EOF. L O A 0 0 4 2 0  
H1 = 1 IS SET  RY SURP. L 0 4 D   A F T E R   A L L   C A R D S  I N  A F I L E  HAVE BEEN L O A D 0 4 3 0  
PROC. BY SURP. EDATA. L O A D 0 4 4 0  
CRLOCK IS THF  AREA WHERE  A BLOCK  iJF  CARD I HAGES  ARE  'RE AD' I N  B Y   L O A D 0 4 5 0  
SUBP. LOAD. T H I S  B L O C K   H A Y   C O Y T A I N  J I  CARD  IMAGES OR A L L   C A R D   L O A D 0 4 6 0  
IMAGES UP T O  A Y  ' ~ 0 ~ 9 ,  WHICHEVER I S  LESS. WEN THE NO. OF L O A D 0 4 7 0  
CARDS IN 4 F I L E  I S  L E S S  THAN J l r  SUBP. LOAD h I L L  ' R E I D '  A L L  OF L O A D 0 4 8 0  
THE  CARDS IN THF F I L E  AND ENCOUNTER  THE ' EOF'. I N  S U C H   A N   L O A D 0 4 9 0  
CARD I N  THE F I L F   H A S   B E E N  PROC. BY SUOP. E D 4 T A g  S U B P .  L O A D   L O A D 0 5 1 0  
SETS M 1  = 1. L O A D 0 5 2 0  
L O A D 0 5 3 0  
L O A D 0 5 4 0  
J1 / 220 /t L O A D 0 5 5 0  
K 2 / O I  L O A D 0 5 6 0  
L O A D 0 5 7 0  
NOTE...CRLOCK(~OIM)  REQUIRES  THAT J l  -EQ.  M .  L O A D 0 5 8 0  
L O A D 0 5 9 0  
N 1  = 1 L O h D 0 6 0 0  
N2 = 0 LOADOSLO 
N3 = 0 L O A D 0 6 2 0  
N4 = 0 L O A D 0 6 3 0  
L O A D 0 6 4 0  
I F (  K2 .LT. 1 1 GO TO 200 L O A D 0 6 5 0  
. K l  = K Z  + L L O A 0 0 6 6 0  
GO TO 320 L O A D 0 6 7 0  
EVENT, SUBP. LOAD WILL SET K 3  = 1 AND P I  = 0. AFTER  THE L A S T  L O A 0 0 5 0 0  




200 DO 300 J = 1. J1 
300 C B L O C K i l p J )  = R 
K 1  = 1 
K 3  = 0 
H I  = 0 
R E A D (   5 r 1 1 0 1 E N O = 6 0 0 ~ E R R = 7 0 0   C B L O C K  
C 
C 
320 DO 400 K = K l r  J1 
I F (  C B L O C K I l r K )   . E Q -  R ) GO TO 470 
C 
K 2  = K 
330 DO 350 J = 1-20 
350 C A R D ( J 1  = C R L O C K ( J . K l  
N3 = N3 + 1 
C 
L O A D 0 6 8 0  
L O A D 0 6 9 0  
L O A D 0 7 0 0  
L O h D D 7 1 0  
L O A D 0 7 2 0  
L O A D 0 7 3 0  
L O A D 0 7 4 0  
L O A 0 0 7 5 0  
L O A D 0 7 6 0  
L O A D 0 7 7 0  
L O A D 0 7 8 0  
L O A D 0 7 9 0  
L O A D D 8 0 0  
L O A D 0 8 1 0  
L O A D 0 8 2 0  
L O A D 0 8 3 0  
L D A D O B 4 0  
CALL  EDATA 
GO TU ( 4 0 0 ~ 4 5 0 ~ 3 7 0  ) * N L  
C 
3 7 0  I F (  N2 .EO. 0 1 GO TO 4 0 0  
I F (  P S W ( 1 )  .NE. 0.0 ) P R I N T  120, N 2 r  C A R D ,  PSW, R4 
I F (  P S W ( I )  .EO. o.n ) PRINT 1 2 0 ,  NZ, C A R D  
400  CONTINUE 
I F (  K3  .LT. 1 1 GO Ti) 200 
C 
4 5 0   I F (  K2  .LT. J 1  ) Gn T O  500 
4 7 0   K 2  = 0 
500 RETURN 
I F (  K3 .EO. 1 1 M L  = 1 
600 K 3  = 1 
C 
GO T O  3 2 0  
c c 
7 0 0   N 4  = 3 2 7 6 7  
LOAD0650  
L O A 0 0 8 6 0  
LOAD0870  




L O A D 0 9 3 0  
L O A D 0 9 5 0  
L O A D 0 9 6 0  
LOAD09RO 
L O A D 0 9 9 0  
L 0 4 D 1 0 3 0  
LOAD1010  
L O A D 1 0 2 0  
L o a r m g o  
L O ~ D O W O  
~ 0 4 ~ 0 9 7 0  
P R I N T   1 3 0  
GO TO 500 
END 
LOAD1030  
L O A D l O G O  
LOAD1 050 
l N I T O O l O  
l Y I T 0 0 2 0  
1,N I T O 0 3 0  
1 N I T 0 0 4 0  
... DATA I N I T .  FOR THE 1 S T  PHASE... 1 N I   T O 0 6 0
1 N I T 0 0 7 0  
C 2 / 1 8 / 6 9  - L.F.H. 
C MOD. 7 / 0 7 / 6 9  - L.F.H. 
C 
C l V I T 0 0 5 0  
C 
C 
SUBKOUTl NE N I T l  
R E A L W  
1 
2 ( 2 5 0 ) *   l Y I T O O B O  
T O v H O , Q ( 8 ) r   1 N I T 0 0 9 0  
2 D ( l O ) r J C Y ( 6 ) , J Z ( 3 ) r   l N I T O l O O  
3 H I E T A Z * B E T A V X , Y ( ~ ) ~  l Y I  T O 1 1 0  
4 D C ( 5 )  v D S ( 5 )  1 N I T 0 1 2 0  
5 TWPI,C~TU,CDTRIPIDZ,PID~ 1 N I T O 1 3 0  
l Y l T O 1 6 0  
I N 1 T O l S O  
l N I T 0 1 6 0  
COMMON / DATA / Z.NEOlrNE02 ,JL ,JZ .J3rJ4rJ5  




4 ( X,2(6l) I t (  Y ( l ) s Z ( 6 4 )  1 ,  1 N I T 0 1 9 0  
5 ( O C ( l ) r Z ( 1 3 1 )  1 . t  D S ( L ) r Z ( 1 3 6 1  1 I N 1  TOZOO 
l N I T O Z l O  
l N I T 0 2 2 0  
I N I T 0 2 3 0  
X = TO I N I T 0 2 4 0  
H = HO I N I T 0 2 5 0  
ETAZ = DATAN( D ( 2 ) / 0 ( 1 )  ) 1 N I  TO260  
O ( 3 )  = E T A Z t C R T D   l N I T 0 2 7 0  
Y ( 1 )  = P(I)*TUPI lh(IT0280 
Y ( 2 )  = Q ( 2 ) * T W P I   1 Q I T O 2 9 0  
Y ( 3 )  = E T A Z   1 N l T 0 3 0 0  
D ( 5 )  = O S Q R T (  U(1)+*2 + D ( 2 ) * * 2  1 1 N I T 0 3 1 0  
1 N I T 0 3 2 0  
1 N I T 0 3 3 0  
i N I T 0 3 4 0  
( T O , Z ( I )  ) m (  H O , 2 ( 2 )  P(lI,Z(3) 1 ,  
0(11,2(11) ) , (  J C Y ( l ) m L ( ? 2 )   J Z ( I ) r Z ( 2 8 )  1 r l N I T 0 1 7 0  
( H v Z ( 4 4 )  1 . 1  E T A Z q Z ( 4 h )   B € T A , Z ( 4 7 )  1, l N l T O l 8 O  
C 
C 




... SET UP BETA AND  THE P R I N .  M. DF INERTIAS. . .  
IF( J C Y I 1 )  .FQ. J G Y ( 3 )  1 GO TO 3 0 0   1 ~ 1 ~ 0 3 5 0  
RETA = O.SOO*DATAY(  2 .000+JCY(5)  / (  J C Y (   3 1  - J C Y ( 1 l  I I L N I  TO360 
I F (  B E T 4  .GT. PI04 ) R E T 4  = BETA - P I 0 2   L N I T 0 3 7 0  
I F (  RETA + P I 0 4  .LT. 0.000 1 BETA = B E T A  + P I 0 2  
GO TO 310 
1 N I T 0 3 8 0  
1 N I  T O 3 9 0  
300 RETA = O.ODO 1 N l T 0 4 0 0  
310 D C l 4 )  = D C O S (  BCTA ) 1 N I T 0 4 1 0  
D S ( 4 )  = I l S I N (   B E T 4  1 1N I T O 4 2 0  
J Z ( I )  = J C Y ( l ) * O C I 4 ) * * 2  + J C Y ( 3 ) * D S ( 4 ) * * 2   1 N l T 0 4 3 0  
1 - Z . O D O * J C Y ( 5 ) + D C ( 4 ) * 0 S ( 4 )  1 N I T 0 4 4 O  
J Z ( 2 )  = J C Y ( 2 )  1 N I  T O 4 5 0  
J Z ( 3 )  = J C Y ( l ) * O S ( 4 1 * * 2  + J C Y ( J ) * O C ( 4 ) * * 2   1 N I   T O 4 6 0  
1 t 2 . 0 0 0 ~ J C Y ( 5 ) * D C ( 4 ) * D S ( 4 1  L N I T O 4 7 0  
C L N I T 0 4 8 0  
990 RETURN I N 1  T O 4 9 0  
END 1 N I T 0 5 3 0  
C 2 / 1 4 / 6 9  - L.F.H. RKOOOOLO 
C MOD. 8 / 2 2 / 6 9  - L.F.H. K K 0 0 0 0 2 0  
C R K 0 0 0 0 3 0  
SUF lROUTINE  RK(  / X / t / Y / t / O E f { / , / ~ E Q / t / H / t l J l / r / J l / t / J F / t  AKOOOJ40 
C 
R K 0 0 0 0 5 0  
C .a RUQGE-KUTTA 4 T H  ORDER INTEGRATOR... R K 3 0 0 0 7 0  
C F I X E D  STEP  INTEGRATION  EXCEPT  FOR  THE  TEKMINAL  PROCEDURE.  
C 
R K 0 0 0 0 8 0  
R K 0 0 0 0 9 0  
C X - I N O E P E N U E N T   V A R I A H L E .   R K 3 0 0 1 0 0  
C Y ' S  - DEPENDENT  VARIABLES.   RKOOOl lO  
C D E R ' S  - D E R I V A T I V E S  OF  THE Y ' S .  R K 0 0 0 1 2 0  
C NEQ - NO. OF D E R I V 4 T I V E   E Q U A T I O N S .   R K 0 0 0 1 3 0  
C H - I N T E G R A T I O N   S T E P  S I Z E .  RKOOO 140 
C Jl - RRANCHING  PARAMETER  S T  BY SUBP. SETH  FUR SUBP. RK. 4KOOOL50 
C J F  - OUTPUT  PRINT  FREQUENCY. 
C 
RKOOOl6O 
R K 0 0 0 1 7 0  
C SURP. SETH - 4 O J U S T S  li D U R I N G   T H E   T E R M I Y h L   I Y T E G R A T I O N   P R O C E S S  A \ D  RKOOOlEO 
C SETS J l  = 1 9 2 . 3 r 4 r  OR 5 OEPENDING ON WHETHER H IS LEFT  UNCHANGED OR R K 0 0 0 1 9 0  
C ADJUSTED  WITHOUT  THE N E F O  TO  RESET X I 1 )  AND Y I K t I ) ,  T H E   I N T F G R A T I O N   R K 0 0 0 2 0 0  
L S E T H , A U X L t D E R I V , & U X 2 t O U T  1 
K K O O O O ~ O  
C PROCESS IS T O  RE ENOED, H I S  CH4VGCD &NO T H E   P R E C E D I N G   I V T E G 3 A T I D N   & K O 0 0 2 1 0  
C STEP IS TO B E  KEPE4TEO  WITH  THE NEWER H-VALUE 4ND THE  RFSETTED X AND R K 0 0 0 2 2 0  
C Y-VALUES, H MUST BE CHANGED REYDNO  THE MAX. ALLOWE3 NO. OF TIMES,  OR R K 0 0 0 2 3 0  
C AN  ABNORMAL  END OF T H E   I N T E G R A I I O N   P R 3 C E S S  IS ~ F Q U I R E D I K E S P E C T I V E L Y .   R K 0 0 0 2 4 0  
C SUBP. SETH  OEPENOS ON J1=0 WHENEVER  SU P.  RK I S  C A L L E D .   R K 0 0 0 2 5 0  
C SURP. 4UX1 - COMPUTES, 1.F. UPOATESt   THE R F Q ' O  0 4 1 4  FOR SUBP. OERIJ.RKOO0250 
C SUBP. O E R I V  - COWPUTES  THE O E R I V ' S  OF THE Y ' S  AT  THE  SUESTEP  O lNTS.RK000270 
C SUBP. AUXZ - COMPUTFSt I . € .  U P O A I E S t  THE A D D I T I O ~ V A L  D A T A  FOR  OUTPUT.RK0002RO 
C SURP.  OUT - I S  TIiF OUTPUT  SUaPKnGRAM. 
C 
R K 0 0 0 2 9 0  
C 
R K 0 0 0 3 0 0  
R K 0 0 0 3 1 0  
R K 0 0 0 3 2 0  
R K 0 0 0 3 4 0  
J 1  = 0 R K 0 0 0 3 5 0  
J N  = 0 K K 0 0 0 3 6 0  
R K 0 0 0 3 7 0  
400 X ( 2 )  = X ( 1 )  R K 0 0 0 3 8 0  
00 410 K = 1 , X E P  R K 0 0 0 3 9 0  
REALG3 X ( 3 ) , Y ( N E U e 3 ) , O F K I N E a , 4 ) , H I  
1 
C 




415  CALL  SETH1  X~Y,DERvVE€! rMpJ l  1 
420 CnNT INUE 
GO T O  ( 4 2 0 v 9 9 0 ~ 4 0 0 ~ 5 0 0 ~ 5 0 0   I p J 1  
C 
CALL  AUX l  
CALL D E R I V I  X I Y , O E R . Y E O ~ ~  
I F 1  MODI  J V r J F  1 .NE. 0 1 Gi) TU 4 2 5  
CALL  AUX2 
CALL O U T (  JN 1 
425 CON1 INUE 
C 
C 
CHH = 0.5DO*H 
DO 4 4 0   J  = 2.4 
I F (  J .EQ. 4 1 CHH = H 
X I 1 1  = X ( 2 1  + CtiH 
DO 4 3 0  K = lrm\lFQ 
4 3 0  Y ( K v 1 )  = Y ( K 1 2 )  + C H H * I : E R ( K v J - l )  
CALL A l J X l  
CALL D E R I V I  XvY,DEKv '4EO*J  1 
440  CONTINUE 
C 
HO6 = H / 6 . 0 0 0  
X l 3 )  = x 1 2 1  
Y ( K v 3 )  = Y l K v 2 )  
Y ( K . 1 )  = D E R l K , l )  + Z.ODO*I O E R I K p 2 )  + DER(K .3 )  I + D E R ( K . 4 )  
Dn 4 7 0  K = L,NEQ 
C 
4 7 0  Y ( K . 1 )  = Y I K , Z )  + H D 6 * Y ( K v l )  
J;\1 = J q  + 1 





3 K 0 0 0 4 3 0  
R K 0 0 0 4 1 0  
R K 0 0 0 4 2 0  
R K 0 0 0 4 3 0  
R K 0 0 0 4 4 0  
R K 0 0 0 4 5 0  
SKOOOGbO 
R K 0 0 0 4 7 0  
K K 0 0 0 4 8 0  
RKOO0490 
R K 0 0 0 5 0 0  
R K 0 0 0 5 1 0  
R K 0 0 0 5 2 0  
?.KO00530 
R K 0 0 0 5 4 0  
R K 0 0 0 5 5 0  
X K 9 0 0 5 6 0  
R K 0 0 0 5 7 0  
R K 0 0 0 5 8 0  




R K 0 0 0 6 3 0  
R K 0 0 0 6 4 0  
i i K 0 0 0 6 5 0  
R K 0 0 0 6 6 0  
R K 0 0 0 6 7 0  
RKOOO68O 
& K O 0 0 6 3 0  
R K 0 0 0 7 0 0  
R K 0 0 0 7 1 0  
R K 0 0 0 7 2 0  
R K 0 0 0 7 3 0  
R K 0 0 0 7 4 0  
R K 0 0 0 7 5 0  
R K 0 0 0 7 6 0  
R K 0 0 0 7 7 0  
R K 0 0 0 7 8 0  
A K 0 0 0 7 9 0  
1 S E T 0 0 1 0  
1 S E T 0 0 2 0  
1 S E T O 3 3 0  
1 S E T 0 0 4 0  
1 SE T O 0 5 0  
1 SE TOO60 
1 SE TO070 
lSETOORO 
I SF TO090 
l S E T O l O O  
1 S E T O l l O  
L S E T O L Z O  
1 S E T 0 1 3 0  
1 S E T O L 4 0  
l S E T O l 5 O  
w 
0 X X 
( Y T , 2 ( 4 2 1  I * (  Y F P S * Z ( 4 3 1  I ,  
I E T A Z l Z ( 4 6 1  ) e (  J 3 r K K K 1 5 1  ) 
C 
COMRON / CONS / TWPllCRTOrCDlKtPID2rPID4 
r 
L 
I F 1  J1 .EQ. 0 ) JC = 0 
C 
C ... CHFCK  F@R  TERMINAL  O DITIONS.. .  
L 
GAHD = I Y 1 3 r l )  - E T 4 Z  ) * C R T D  
I F (  GAMD  .LT. O.ODO ) GO TO 500 
I F (  D A S S (  ( GAMD - YT ) / Y T  I .LE. YFPS ) GO T O  200 
IF( GAMD .GT. Y T  I GO TU 300 
I F 1  J1 .EB. 0 ) GO T O  100 
I F (  Y ( 2 . l )  .LE. 0.000 .AYD. O E R ( 2 r l )  .LE- 0.003 ) GO TU 500 
r 
L 
C ... SET J l  AS RFQUIKED... 
r L 
100 J1 = 1 
GO T O  990 
C 
200 J1 = 2 
GO TO 990 
300 J C  = J C  + 1 
I F (  JC .GT. J3 ) GO TO 400 
I F (  J 1  .EO. 0 ) GO T O  500 
H = 0.5DO*H 
X ( 1 )  = x 1 3 1  
DO 330 K = I r N F O  
330 Y I K t l )  = Y I K r 3 )  
GO T O  990 
J l  = 3 
C 
4CO J1 = 4 
GO T O  990 
C 
500 J1 = 5 
990 RETURN 
END 
C 2 / 1 4 / 6 9  - L.F.H. 
C MOO. 7/07/69 - L.F.H. 
C 
C 
C ... DATA  UPOATER FOR THE  1ST  PHASE D RIV.  SUBP... 
C 








2 ( 2.50 I * 
D ( 1 G )  ( H r J C Y ( 6 )  r 
J V X l v G A M v F T A Z r Y ( 8 ) r  
D C ( 5 ) , D S f 5 ) r  
F ( 6 I r F 2 3 r  
QCIMr'JETr 
A t B t C r D O t U t V  
COMFON / D A T 4  / Z t N E Q l r N E Q Z r J l r   J 2 r J 3 r J 4 9 J 5  
l S E T 0 1 6 0  
l S F T 0 1 7 0  
l S F T O l 3 O  
1 S E T 0 1 9 0  
1 S E T 0 2 0 0  
l S F T 0 2 1 0  
1 S F T 0 2 2 0  
1 S E T 0 2 3 0  
l S E T O Z 4 O  
1 S E T 0 2 5 0  
1 S E T 0 2 6 0  
1 S E T 0 2 7 0  
1 S E T 0 2 8 0  
1SET0290 
1 S E T 0 3 0 0  
1 S E T 0 3 1 0  
L S E T 0 3 2 0  
1 S E T 0 3 3 0  
1 S E T 0 3 4 0  
1 S E T 0 3 5 0  
1 S E T 0 3 6 0  
1 SET0370 
l S F T 0 3 8 0  
1 S E T 0 3 9 0  
1 S E T 0 4 0 0  
l S E T 0 4 1 0  
1 S E T O 4 2 0  
1 S E T 0 4 3 0  
1 S E T 0 4 4 0  
1 S F T 0 4 5 0  
1 S E T 0 4 6 0  
1 S E T 0 4 7 0  
1 S E T 0 4 8 0  
1 S E T 0 4 9 0  
1 S E T 0 5 0 0  
1 S E T 0 5 1 0  
1 S E T 0 5 2 0  
1 S E T 0 5 3 0  
1 S E T O 5 4 0  
1 S E T 0 5 5 0  
l A U X O 0 l O  
l A U X O D 2 0  
1 A U X 0 0 3 0  
1 A U X 0 0 4 0  
1 A U X 0 0 5 0  
l A U X O O 6 0  
1 A U X 0 0 7 0  
1 A U X 0 0 8 0  
l A U X O O 9 0  
l A U X O l O O  
1 A U X O l l O  
l A U X O l 2 O  
l A U X O l 3 0  
l A U X 0 1 4 0  
1 A U X O l 5 0  
L 
GAM = Y l 3 )  - ETA2 
DCl2) = DCUS( G A M  1 
D S I 2 )  = D S I N I  GAP 1 
L 
9 9 0  RETURN 
FND 





9 9 0  KETUKN 
END 
C 2 / 1 4 / 6 9  - L.F.H. 
1 A U X 0 1 6 0  
l A U X O l 7 O  
1 AUXOL 80 
l A U X 0 1 9 0  
1 A U X 0 2 0 0  
1 A U X 0 2 1 0  
1 4 U X 0 2 2 0  
l A U X O Z 3 0  
1 A U X 0 2 4 0  
l A U X O 2 5 0  
1 A U X 0 2 6 0  
1 A U X 0 2 7 0  
1AUXD280  
L A U X 0 2 9 0  
1 AUX0300  
L A U X 0 3 1 0  
1 4 3 X D 3 2 0  
1AUXO330  
1 A U X 0 3 4 0  
l A U X D 3 5 0  
1 A U X 0 3 6 0  
l A U X O 3 7 0  
l b U X O 3 9 D  
1 AUX0390  
1 A U X 0 4 0 0  
1 A U X 0 4 1 0  
l A U X 0 4 2 0  
1 A U X 0 4 3 0  
l A U X 0 4 4 0  
1 AUX0450  
1 A U X 0 4 6 0  
1AUX0470  
I AUX048O 
1 A U X 0 4 9 0  
l A d X 0 5 0 0  
LDEROOLO 
l D E R D 0 2 0  
l D E R 0 0 3 D  
1 D E R 0 0 4 0  
1DER0050  
1 D E R 0 0 6 0  
1 D E R 0 0 7 0  
1 D E R 0 0 8 0  
LDER0090  
lOEROlOO 
l D E R O l l O  
l D E R O l Z O  
l D E R 0 1 3 0  
1 D E R 0 1 4 0  
l D E R O l 5 0  
1DERO16D 
1 D E R 0 1 7 0  
1 DER0180  
l D E R 0 1 9 0  
ZAUXOOlO 
w 
N C MOD. 7 / 0 7 / 6 9  - L.F.H. 
P 
L 
SUHROUTI VIE AUX2 
C 






















COMMON / C O N S  / 
r 
2 A U X 0 0 2 0  
2 A U X 0 0 3 0  
2 A U X 0 0 4 0  
2 A d X 0 0 5 0  
2AUXOObO 
2 A U X 0 0 7 0  
7 A U X 0 0 8 0  
2 A U X 0 0 9 0  
ZAUXOLOO 
2 A U X O l l O  
2 A U X 0 1 2 0  
2 A U X 0 1 3 0  
Z A U X 0 1 4 0  
2 A U X 0 1 5 0  





2 A U X 0 2 1 0  
2 A U X 0 2 2 0  
2AUXO230  
2 A U X 0 2 4 0  
2AUXO250  
2 A U X 0 2 6 0  
2 A U X 0 2 7 0  
2AUXO280  
2AUXO290  
Z A U X 0 3 0 0  
2 A U X 0 3 1 0  
2 A U X 0 3 2 0  
2AUXO330  
2 4 3 X 0 3 4 0  
2 AUX0350  
2 A U X 0 3 6 0  
2 A d X 0 3 7 0  
2 AUX0380  
2 A U X 0 3 9 0  
2 4 i l X 0 4 0 0  
2AUX04LO 
2 A U X 0 4 2 0  
Z A U X 0 4 3 0  
2 A U X 0 4 4 0  
2AUXO450  
2 4 d X 9 4 6 0  
Z A U X 0 4 7 0  
24UX04RO 
2AUXO430  
2 A U X 0 5 0 0  
2AlJX05LO 
2 A J X 0 5 2 0  






C Y ( 2 )  = MY121 + F Y 1 1 ) * 0 1 2 )  - F Y 1 3 ) + D l 3 )  + F l 6 ) * C l 4 )  
C Y ( 3 )  = M Y 1 3 )  + F Y I L ) * O I l )  + F Y ( 2 ) * 0 1 3 )  
C X I 1 )  = C Y I I )  
C X ( 2 1  = C Y l 2 ) * D C l 2 )  + C Y 1 3 ) * D S l Z )  
C X l 3 )  = C Y l 3 ) * 0 C l 2 )  - C Y l 2 ~ * O S 1 2 )  







C 2 / 1 8 / 6 9  - L.F.H. 
C 
C ... DUMMY LOVGIT.   ACCELERATIf lN SIJBP... 




C 2 / 1 8 / h 9  - L.F.11. 
C MOD. 7 / 0 7 / 6 9  - L.F.H. 
C 
C 
S U 0 Q O U T I N E   F F 6  
REAL*8 Z(25C)r 
X F ( 6 l  
COMMON / DAT4 / Z , N E O L , N E a 2 , J l r J 2 , J 3 r J 4 1 J 5  
EQUIVALENCE 
X ( F I 1 ) , 7 ( 1 4 1 )  1 
C 
300 F ( 6 )  = 0.030 
1. 
9YO  RETURN 
END 
C 3 / 2 6 / 6 9  - L.F.H. 
C MOD. 9 / 2 4 / 6 9  - L.F.11. 
C 
C 
C ... OUTPUT SURP. FCK  THt  1 S T  PHASF... 
C 
110 FORPAT( ' 1 '  / '0',39X,'...CASE  DATA...' / 1 X  
SUBROUTINE  OUT11 J J  1 
X / 5 X V ' T O  - I N I T I A L  T I M E  ( SEC 1.' 
X / 5 X s ' t I O  - I N I T 1 4 L   I N T E G K 4 T C R  T I W E  S T E P  S I Z E  I S E C  1 . '  
X / 5 X p 1 Q I 1 ) . . . Q ( 3 )  - I Y I T 1 4 L  O P " E 4 ,  tT4 -DOTv  4NO E T A  I 
X 
X / 5 X 1 ' 0 1 1 ) . . . 0 1 8 )  - C L 4 P S t i E L L  G E C C C T R I C  PARAPETERS I FT 1.' 
' (  R P S l  RPS. ! l E G  1. '  
X / 5XV 'Y  - CLhMSI-ICLL N 4 S S  ( SLUI; 1 . '  
X / S X , ' J C Y ( l ) . . . J C Y 1 6 )  - CL4MSHELL  Y-FRAVE ' 
X 'NIJMENTS 4ND P9i)DCCTS OF I h E K T I 4  ( SLUG*FT**2  1.' 
X / 5 X , ' J Z l l l . . . J I 1 3 )  - CLAMSIIELL  2-FRAYE 1 . E .  P R I N C I P 4 L  ' 
X ' F ( i3CENTS DF I N t R T I A  ( S L U S * F T * * 2  ) . I  
X / SXr ' JWXL - C E Y T 2 4 L  R C O Y  R O L L  t 'OPE9T CF I N E R T 1 4  ' 
X ' I  SLUG*FT**Z 1.' 
X / 5 X v ' Y T  - I E K M I N P L   t 4 C t J A  ( D E C  1 . '  
2 A U X 0 5 7 0  
2 A U X 0 5 8 0  
2AUXO590 
2 AUXO6OO 
2 A U X 0 6 1 0  
2 A U X 0 6 2 0  
ZAUXQ630 
2 A U X 0 6 4 0  
2 A U X 0 6 5 0  
Z A U X 0 6 6 0  
2 A U X 0 6 7 0  
F A X 0 0 0 1 0  
F A X 0 0 0 2 0  
F AX00030 
F A X 0 0 0 4 0  
F A X 0 0 0 5 0  
F A X 0 0 0 6 0  
F A X 0 0 0 7 0  
F A X 0 0 0 8 0  
6FFOOOlO 
6 F F 0 0 0 2 0  
6 F F 0 0 0 3 0  
6 F F 0 0 0 4 0  
6 F F 0 0 0 5 0  
6 F F 0 0 0 6 0  
6 F F 0 0 0 7 0  
6FFOOO80 
6 F F 0 0 0 9 0  
6 F F 0 0 1 0 0  
6 F F O O l l O  
6 F F 0 0 1 2 0  
6 F F 0 0 1 3 0  
b F F O O l 4 0  
6 F F 0 0 1 5 0  
LOUT0010  
1 3 i J T 0 0 2 0  
1 0 U T 0 0 3 0  
10UT0040 
1 0 U T 0 3 5 0  
1 OUT0060  
1 0 U T 0 0 7 0  
1 0 U T 0 0 8 0  
1 0 U T 0 0 9 0  
l O U T O l O O  
l O U T O l l O  
1 O U T 0 1 2 0  
LOUT01 30 
1 0 U T 0 1 4 0  
L O U T 0 1   5 0  
I O U T O L 6 0  
1UUTO170 
1 0 U T 0 1 8 0  




P X / 5X, 'YEPS - T E H M I Y A L  GAMMA  COVVERGFYCE C T I T E R I O N  I DEG 1 . '  1 0 1 1 T 0 2 2 0  
X / 5 X v ' A X l  - SYSTFM  X1   ACCELEKATION ( FT /SEC**2  1 . '  1 L O U T 0 2 3 0  
1 1 5  FORMAT1 ' 1 '  / ' U ' ~ ~ ~ X I ' - . . B A S F  DATA-..' 1 O U T 0 2 4 0  
1 2 0  FDRKATI   'OCASE NO. ' r I 7 ~ 5 X v l O A 8  / L X   L O U T 0 2 5 0
X / 6X~'TO~HO~QIJ1...'rLP5012~4 1 0 U T 0 2 6 0  
X / 1 2 X , ' D l J l . . . ' ~ l P 8 D 1 2 . 4  1 0 U T 0 2 7 0  
X / 8 X v ' H r   J C Y (  J ) .  . .' 1 1 P 7 0 1 2 . 4  1 0 U T 0 2 8 0  
X / 6 X ~ ' J Z I J ) r J V X l . . . ' r l P 4 D 1 2 . 4  1 0 U T 0 2 9 0  
X / 5X~'YlrYEPSrAXl...'rlP3012.4 1 1 U U T 0 3 0 0  
1 3 0  FORMAT1 ' I '  / 'OCASE NO. ' 9 1 3 r 5 X , l O A D   1 0 U T 0 3 1 0  
X / 3 8 X r ' l S T  PHASE  OUTPUT' / 1 X   l O U T 0 3 2 0  
X / 5 X v ' T  - t L A P S t D  T I M E  ( SEC 1 . '  10UT0330 
X / 5Xv 'GAMD - CL4t 'SHELL  ROLL-OUT  ANGLE ( CEG 1 . '  1 0 U T 0 3 4 0  
X / 5 X v ' Y ( 3 )  - CLAMSHELL  ETA-ANGLE I DEG I . '  1 0 U T 0 3 5 0  
X / 5 X v ' Y 1 2 )  - CL4MSHELL  ROL -OUT  RATF ( RPS 1.' 1 0 U T 0 3 6 0  
X / 5 X * ' Y ( L )  - SYSTEC  ROLL  RATE ( RPS 1.' 1 0 U T 0 3 7 0  
X / 5 X r ' D E R ( 2 1  - CLACSHELL   ROLL-OUT  ACCELERATI@N ( RAO/SEC**Z   ) . ' 10UT0380  
X I 5 X v ' D E R 1 1 )  - SYSTEM  ROLL  ACCELERATION I R40/SEC**Z 1 . '  L O U T 0 3 9 0  
X / 5 X ' ' F I J )  - I N E R T I A L  AND A P P L I E D   F O R C E S  I L B  1 . '  1 U U T 0 4 0 0  
X / 5 X . ' f X l J )  - X - f R A P E  HINGE FORCE  COMPONENTS ( L R  1. '  l O U T O 4 1 0  
X / 5 X q ' C X ( J )  - X-FRAYE  HINGE  COUPLE  COMPONENTS I FT-LR 1.' 1 0 U T 0 4 2 0  
x 90' 55x,*...' 1 0 U T 0 4 3 0  
X 8 X 1 ' Y ( 2 ) '   , B X , ' Y ( l )  ~7X~'DERl2~'~6X.'OERll~' 1 0 U T 0 4 5 0  
X / ' 0 ' ~ 1 5 X ~ ' T ' r 9 X ~ ' G A H D ' r R X I ' Y 1 3 ) ' r  1 0 U T 0 4 4 0  
X / ' 0 '  9 2 5 X p ' F ( l ) '   r 8 X ~ ' F ( Z ) ' r 8 X r ' F ( 3 1 ' r  
X 8X~'F14)'rRXv'Fl5)'.8Xp'Fl61' 1 0 U T 0 4 7 0  
X / ' O ' r 2 5 X ~ ' F X I l ) ' r 7 X ~ ' F X I Z ~ ' ~ 7 X ~ ' F X ~ 3 1 ' r  1 0 U T 0 4 8 0  
1 0 U T 0 4 6 0  
X 7 X , ' C X ~ l I ' , 7 X , ' C X ~ 2 1 ' 1 7 X I ' C X ~ 3 I '  1 1 0 U T 0 4 9 0  
140 FORMAT1 ' I '  / 'OCASE NO. ' r I 3 r S X r l O A R  1 0 U T 0 5 0 0  
X / 3 8 X r ' l S T  PHASE  OUTPUT' I 1 0 U T 0 5 1 0  
150 F O R H A T (   1 X  / 1 0 X . l P 7 0 1 2 . 4  / ( 2 2 X v l P 6 0 1 2 . 4  1 1 l O U T O 5 2 0  
C 
C 






R E 4 L * 8  
REAL*8  
COMMON / CONS / 













1 0 U T 0 5 3 0  
1 O U T 0 5 4 0  
1 0 U T 0 5 5 0  
1 0 U T 0 5 6 0  
l O U T 0 5 7 0  
1 0 U T 0 5 8 0  
1 0 U T 0 5 9 0  
1 O U T 0 6 0 0  
1 0 U T 0 6 1 0  
1 0 U T 0 6 2 0  
L O U T 0 6 3 0  
1 0 U T 0 6 4 0  
1 0 U T O 6 5 0  
1 0 U T 0 6 6 0  
L O U T 0 6 7 0  
1 OUTDbBO 
1 0 U T 0 6 9 0  
1 0 U T 0 7 0 0  
1 0 U T 0 7 1 0  
1 0 U T 0 7 2 0  
1 0 U T 0 7 3 0  
1 0 U T 0 7 ' t O  
1 O U T 0 7 5 0  
1 0 U T 0 7 6 0  
I F 1  JJ .NE. 0 1 G O  TJ 4 0 0  
I F 1  NCASE .NF. J 4  1 GO T f l  2 3 0  
NCASE = J 4  + 1 
5 4  = NCASE 
GO T O  2 4 0  
2 3 0  NCASE = J 4  
2 4 0  I F 1  JK . E Q .  0 1 WRITE1 6 r l l ( !  1 
2 5 0  I F [  JK .NE. 0 I W R I T C - I  6 ,115  1 
C 
WRITE1  6 ,120 ) NCASE,TITLE,  
X 
X 
X M v J C Y ,  
X J 7 , J V X I p  
X Y T t Y C P S v A X l  
TOIHOIQ. 
D ,  
3 0 0   J K  = 2 5 5  ,. 
L 
W R I T E [  6 ,130  1 N C A S E p T I T L E  
C 
J L  = 2 0  
4 0 0  I F 1  MODI J L - 5 6  i .NE. 0 I GO T O  500 
WRITE[   6 ,140  1 NC4SE , T I T L E  
JL = 0 
C 
500 Y Y I I )  = Y ( I ) / T W P I  
Y Y ( 2 1  = Y ( Z ) / T I J P I  
Y Y 1 3 )  = Y [ 3 1 * C K t D  
WRITE(   6 ,150  1 
X X ~ G 4 M D ~ Y Y l 3 ~ r Y Y l 2 ~ r Y Y l l ~ ~ D E R ~ 2 1 ~ D E R l l J ~  
X F ,  
X FX,CX 




C 2 / 2 6 / 6 9  - L.F.H. 
C 
C MOD. 9 / 0 3 / 6 9  - L.F.H. 
C 
C ... DATA I N I T .  FOR THE  2NO P H A S E . . .  
C 
SUBROUT I NE N I T2 
R E A t * 8  LIZ5O)t 
X D l 1 O ) r  




X D C I 5 ) r D S l S ) r  
X 0 7 C A v D 7 S A v  
X OXCMI31,P(3 ,41 ,  
X D B M 3 ~ D l M 2 r Y l M 2 ~ Z Z Z ~  
X T W P I I C R T D , C D T R , P I D ~ , P I O ~  
COMMON / DATA / Z , N E Q I , N E Q ~ I J ~ , J ~ , J ~ , J ~ , J ~  
EQUIVALENCE 
1 0 U T 0 7 7 0  
1 0 3 1 0 7 8 0  
1 0 U T 0 7 9 0  
lOUTO8OO 
LOUT0810  
1 0 U T 0 8 2 0  
LOUT0830  
l O U T O 8 4 0  
1 0 U T 0 8 5 0  
1 0 U T 0 8 6 0  
1 0 U T 0 8 7 0  
10UTOBRO 
1 0 U T O 8 9 0  
1 0 U T 0 9 0 0  
2 0 U T 0 9 1 0  
1 0 U T 0 9 2 0  
1OUTOY30 
10UTO94O 
I O U T 0 9 5 0  
l O U T 0 9 6 0  
1 0 U T 0 9 7 0  
1 0 U T 0 9 8 0  
1 0 U T 0 9 9 0  
IOUT 1000 
l O U T l 0 1 0  
1 0 U T 1 0 2 0  
1 0 U T 1 0 3 0  
1 0 U T 1 0 4 0  
I O U T 1 3 5 0  
l O U T l O h O  
1 0 U T 1 0 8 0  
1 D U T 1 0 9 0  
LOUTL lOO 
l O U T l 1 1 0  
Z N I T O U l O  
? N I T 0 0 2 0  
2 N I   T O 0 3 0  
2 N I  T0Wt0 
2 N I  TO050  
2 N l   T O O 6 0  
2 N I T 0 0 7 0  
Z N I T 0 0 8 0  
2 N I T 0 0 9 0  
Z N I T O l O O  
2 N I T 0 1 1 0  
2 N I T O 1 2 0  
2 N I T 0 1 3 0  
2NlT0140 
2 N I T 0 1 5 0  
2 N 1 1 0 1 6 0  
2 N I T 0 1 7 0  
2 N I T 0 1 8 0  
2 N I T 0 1 9 0  
2NI TO200 






D X C M ( 2  




Y L M Z  = 
W ( 1 )  = 
W ( 2 )  = 
U ( 3 )  = 
C 
C 
... BODY C.M. DISPC4CEMENT  RhTES.. .  
... I N I T .  BODY F I X E D   Z - F R A Y E  ANGUL4K RATFS... 
Y ( L 1  - Y ( 2 1  
Y I M 2 * D C l 4 )  
0 .OD0 
- Y lMZ*DS [ 4 )  
C SEE NOTFS IN SURP. UERZ AND SUBP. A U X 4  ON KOTATION4L  TRAVSFiJ9MATI  
C 
... I N I T .   E U L E R I A N  ANGLES... 
W ( 4 1  = - G A M  
W15) = 0.OI)O 




... S E T  UP T I M E  STOP 4 N O  'Y'... 
2 N I T 0 2 1 0  
2 N I T 0 2 2 0  
2 N I T 0 2 3 0  
2 N l T 0 2 4 0  
2 N I T 0 2 5 0  
2 N I T 0 2 5 0  
2 N l T 0 2 7 0  
2NI TO280 
Z N I 1 0 2 9 0  
2 N I   T O 3 0 0  
2 N I T 0 3 1 0  
2 N I T 0 3 2 0  
2N I T O  3 3 0  
2N I T O 3 4 0  
2 N I T 0 3 5 0  
ZNIT03h0 
2 N I T 0 3 7 0  
2 N I   T O 3 8 0  
2 N I T 0 3 3 0  
2 N I   T O 4 0 0  
Z N I T 0 4 1 0  
2 N I  T O 4 2 0  
Z N l T 0 4 3 0  
Z N I T 0 4 4 0  
ON. 
Z N I  TO450  
2 N I  T O 4 6 0  
2 N I   T O 4 7 0  
2 N I T 0 4 8 0  
Z N I T 0 4 9 0  
2 N I   T O 5 0 0  
2 N I T 0 5 1 0  
2 N I   T O 5 2 0  
2 N I   T O 5 3 0  
2 N l T D 5 4 0  
2 U 1   T U 5 5 0  
2 N I T 0 5 6 0  
2 N I T 0 5 7 0  
2NI T O 5 8 0  
2 N I T 0 5 9 0  
2 N l  TO600 
2 N I T O b 1 0  
Z N I  T O 6 2 0  
2 N I T 0 6 3 0  
2 N I T O 6 4 0  
LNIT0650 
2N I T O 6 6 0  
2 N I T O b 7 0  
2 N I   T O 6 8 0  
2 N I T 0 6 9 0  
2N I T O 7 0 0  
2 Q I T 0 7 1 0  
Z N l T 0 7 2 0  
2 N I T 0 7 3 0  
2 V I T 0 7 4 0  
2 N I T 0 7 5 0  
2 2 2  = D A B S 1  Y l F 2  1 
I F 1  ZZZ . L T .  P I U 4  1 LZZ = PI04 
z z z  = P I D 2 / Z Z Z  
XT = X + L L i  
H 7 LZZ/12RrOD0 
C 
990 RETURN 
E N 0  
C 2 / 2 7 / 6 9  - L.F.H. 








X T T r H r  
X T ~ Y E B 1 , H ( Y E ~ Q ~ S 1 r C J F R ( N E O ~ 4 1 ,  
X H L r H 2  
COMMON / DATA / Z r K K K l h l  r J 5  
X ( T T r Z 1 4 1 1  1 
E Q U I V A L E N C E  
C 
C 
I F (  J1 .EQ. 0 1 JC = 0 
I F (  J l  .EQ. 3 1 G O  T O  2 5 5  
IF1 J 5  .EQ. 0 1 GO TO 250 
J 5  = 0 
CALL " P I E (  0 ) 
J C  = JC + 1 
I F (  JC .GE. 5 I G O  T O  5 0 0  
H1 = H 
H = 2 .000*H 
T I 1 1  = T I 3 1  
2 0 0  W ( K , I I  = W(K,3l  
DO 2 0 0  K = I p N F O  
C 
J1 = 3 
2 3 0   I F 1  T I 1 1  .EQ. T T  ) GO Ti) 3 0 0  
I F (  T I 1 1  + H  .LE. T T  1 GI1 T O  9973 
HZ = T T  - T ( L )  
JC = 0 
I F (  J1 .EQ. 3 .AND. H I  .EC. 'H2 1 Gf' T O  500 
H = H 2  
G O  TO 990 
L 
2 5 0  I F 1  JC .EO. 0 I G O  TU 255 
H = H * (  0.5UO+*JC 1 
JC = 0 
2 5 5  J 1  = 1 
GO T O  230  
L 
300 J1 = 2 
GO TO 990 
C 
2 N I   T O 7 6 0  
2 N I T U 7 7 0  
2 N I  T O 7 8 0  
2N I T O 7 9 0  
2 N I T 0 8 0 0  
L N I T O 8 L O  
Z N l T 0 8 2 0  
2 N I T 0 8 3 0  
Z S F T 0 3 1 0  
2 S E T 0 0 2 0  
2 S F T 0 0 3 0  
2SETOOIO 
2 SE T O 0 5 0  
2 S F T 0 0 6 0  
2 S E T 0 0 7 0  
ZSETOOBO 
2 S E T 0 0 9 0  
2SETOlOO 
2 S E T O l l O  
2 S E T 0 1 2 0  
2 S E T 0 1 3 0  
2 S E T 0 1 4 0  
2 S E T 0 1 5 0  
2 S E T O 1 6 0  
2 S E T 0 1 7 0  
2 S E T O l 8 O  
2 S E T 0 2 0 0  
2 S E T 0 2 1 0  
2 S F T 0 2 2 0  
2SETO230 
2 S E T 0 2 4 0  
2 S E T 0 2 5 0  
2 S F T 0 2 6 0  
2 S E T 0 2 7 0  
2.SET0280 




2 S E T 0 3 3 0  
2 S E T 0 3 4 0  
2 S E T 0 3 5 0  
2SETCl360 
2 S E T 0 3 7 0  
2SET03.80 
2 S E T 0 4 0 0  
2 S € T 0 4 1 0  
2 S E T 5 4 7 0  
2 S E T 0 4 3 0  
2 S E T 0 4 4 0  
2 S E T 0 4 5 0  
2 S E T 0 4 7 0  
Z S E ~ O I ~ O  
2 s ~ r o 3 9 0  
2 ~ ~ ~ 0 4 6 0  
5 0 0  J l  = 5 
990 RETURN 
EN0 
C 2 / 2 6 / 6 9  - L.F.H. 
C MOD. 7 / 0 7 / 6 9  - L.F.H. 
C 
C 
C ... OAT4  UPDATER FOR  THE 2 Y D  PHASE  DFKIV.  SUBP... 
C 
SUBROUTINE  AUX3 
REAL*B 
1 
2 O C 1 5 ) , D S ( 5 )  
L 1 2 S 0 ) ,  
W ( f 3 ) .  
COMKON / D A T 4  / 21NEOl~NEQ2rJ l ,J2 ,J31J4rJ5  
EQUIVALENCE 
1 ( W(l)rZ(64) 1 ,  
2 ( D C ( l l r Z ( 1 3 L )   D S ( l r Z ( 1 3 6 )  1 
C 





... CHECK  THE  COSINE OF THE  2-AVGLE,.. 
I F (  D C ( 2 )  .NE. O.OD@ 1 GO T O  990 
C A L L   S P I E (  1 ) 




C 2 / 2 4 / 6 9  - L.F.H. 
C MOD. 7 / 0 7 / 6 9  - L.F.H. 
r 
2 S E T 0 4 8 0  
2 S E T 0 4 9 0  
2 SE TOSOO 
3 A U X 0 0 1 0  
3 A U X 0 0 2 0  
3 A l l X 0 0 3 0  
3 A U X 0 0 4 0  
3 A U X 0 0 5 0  
3 A l l X 0 9 5 0  
3 A U X 0 0 7 0  




3 A U X 0 1 2 0  
3AUXOL30  
3 A U X O l 4 0  
3 A U X 0 1 5 0  
3 A U X O l h O  
3 A U X 0 1 7 0  
3 A U X O l 8 0  
3 A U X O l 9 0  
3 A U X 0 2 0 0  
3 A U X 0 2 1 0  
3 A O X 0 2 2 0  
3 A U X 0 2 3 0  
3 A U X 0 2 4 0  
3 A U X 0 2 5 0  
3 A U X 0 2 6 0  
3 A U X 0 2 7 0  
3AUX02AO 
3AUXO290  
2 0 E R 0 0 1 0  
2 D E R 0 0 2 0  
20ER0030 
2 0 E R 0 0 4 0  
Z D E R 0 0 5 0  
2 0 E K 0 0 6 0  
2 0 E R 0 0 7 0  
2 D E R 0 0 8 0  
2 0 F R 0 0 9 0  
ZDEROl 00 
ZDEROLlO 
2 D E R O l 2 0  
2 D E R O l 3 0  
2 0 E R 0 1 4 0  
ZDERO150 
2 D E R O l 6 O  
2 D E R 0 1 7 0  
2 0 E R 0 1 8 0  
2 D E R 0 1 9 0  
Z D E R 0 2 0 0  
2 0 E R 0 2 1 0  
20ER0220 
THE  2DER0230  
C BODY FIXED  PR1;VCIPAl .  A X I S  FRAME  AT  THE BODY C.M. INVOLVES  THREE  2DER0240 
C SUCCFSSIVF 9 0 T A T 1 0 Y S :  A ROTATION Ai3OLlT  THF  1 -AXIS  THROUGH  THE 1 - 4 N Z L E * 2 D E R 0 2 5 0  
C A ROTATION ABOUT THT I S T   I N T E R M E D T A T E   3 - A X I S  THRDIISH  THE  2-ANGLE, AND 2 D E R 0 2 6 0  
C A ROTATION ABIIUT  THF Z Y ?  I Y T E H M F D I I T E   ) - A X I S  THROUSH TdF 3-4IJGLE.  2DER0270 
C 2 0 E R 0 2 8 0  
O E R l 4 , J )  = ( W l 3 ) * D S ( 3 )  + W ( l ) * D C ( 3 )  )/DC12) 2 D F R 0 2 9 0  
D E K ( 5 r J )  = W l 3 ) * D C ( 3 )  - U ( l ) * I ) S ( 3 )   2 D E R 0 3 3 0  
D E R I 6 , J )  = W ( 2 )  + O E R ( 4 , J ) * D S I Z )  
C 
2 0 E R 0 3 1 0  
2 0 E R 0 3 2 0  
2 D E R 0 3 3 0  
END 2 D E R 0 3 4 0  
C 2 / 2 4 / 6 9  - L.F.H. 4 A U X 0 0 1 0  
C MOD. 9 / 0 3 / 6 9  - L.F.H. 4 k U X 0 3 2 0  
C 4 A U X 0 0 3 0  
4 A U X 0 0 4 0  
C 4 A U X 0 0 5 0  
C ... DATA  UPD4TEH FUK THE  2VD  PHASE [IUTPJT... 4 A U X 0 0 6 0  
C 4 A U X 0 0 7 0  
R€AL*B 2 ( 2 5 0 )  p 4AUXOOBO 
X TFPTO,  4AUXDOJO 
X T v W I f l )  * 4 A U X 0 1 0 0  
X D C ( 5 ) , D S l 5 ) ,   4 A U X O l 1 0  
X 0 7 C A 9 7 7 S 4 r   4 A J X 0 1 2 0  
X D X C C ( 3 )   , % C M l 3 )  9 4 A U X @ l 3 0  
X 
X 
P ( 3 , 4 ) , X 1 3 , 4 ) ,   4 A U X 0 1 4 0  
4 I 3 . 3 )   4 A U X 0 1 5 0  
COMMON / DATA / Z,NEClr~iQ2,Jl,J?,J31J41JS 4 A U X 0 1 6 0  
EQUIVALENCF  44UX0170  
X ( T F , L ( 5 1 )  1 ,  4 A U X 0 1 8 0  
X ( T p Z ( 6 l )  1 . 1  W ( l ) r Z ( 6 4 )  1 9  4 A U X 0 1 9 0  
X I DC(l)tZI131) ) , I  Db(l)r71136) 1 ,  4 A U X 0 2 0 0  
X ( D 7 C 4 , Z ( 1 4 1 )  1 . 1  0 7 5 A , Z ( 1 4 2 )  I t  4A UX02 IO 
X ( D X C M ( l ) r L ( 1 5 1 )  ) , I  X C M ( l ) , L ( 1 5 4 )  1 1  4 A U X 0 2 2 0  
X I P ( 1 r l ) t Z l l b l )   X ( l r l ) t Z l 7 0 1 )  1 GAUXO230 
C 4AUXO240 
C ... BODY C.M. DISPLACEMENTS... 4AUXO25O 
C 4AUXO260 
XCY111 = O.DDO 4 A U X 0 2 7 0  
TD = T - TF 4 A U X 0 2 8 0  
X C M ( 2 )  = D X C M ( Z ) * T O  + D7CA 4 A U X 0 2 9 0  
X C M I 3 )  = DXCM(3)+TD + 0 7 S A   4 A ~ l X O 3 0 0  
C 4 A U X 0 3 1 0  
C THE  ROTATIONAL  TRANSFDRM4TIf lN  FRflM THC I N E R T I A L  FRAME T O  THE 4 A U X 0 3 2 0  
C  BODY F I X E D  P R I N C I P A L  A X I S  F2AMF AT THE BUOY C.6. I 4VJLVES  TH3EF  4AUXO330  
C SUCCESSIVE  ROTATIONS: A R O T A T I O Y  ABOUT THE 1 - A X I S  THROUGH T H E  l - A N G L E v 4 A U X 0 3 4 0  
C A ROTATION ABOUT Ti-11: 1 S T  INTERMEDIATE  3 -AXIS  THROUGH THE  Z-AYGLEv Ah3 4 A U X 0 3 5 0  
C A ROTATION  ARUUT THF ,?NE I N T E R b I E D I A T F   2 - A X I S  THROU5H  T E 3 -AJSLE.   4AUX0360  
C THE  FOLLOWING  tLEMCYTS ARE CUMPJNENTS dF THF  IUVERSE OF THf   TRAqS-4AUX0370  
C FORMATION  MATRIX FOR RnTATlWG TtlF I Y E Q T I A L   F I A M F   I V T U  THE OOJY F I X t O  4 4 U X 0 3 8 0  
C P R I N C I P A L   A X I S  FRAMC A T  THE 6.M. OF THC RUDY. 4 4 U X 0 3 9 0  
C 4 4 U X 0 4 0 0  
A ( l p 1 )  = D C ( 2 1 * O C ( 3 )   4 4 U X 0 4 1 0  
A I 1 1 2 )  = - D S ( 2 )  4 4 U X 0 4 2 0  
A 1 1 ~ 3 )  = DCl2)*DS(3) 4 A U X 0 4 3 0  
A ( 2 r l )  = DS(l)*OS13) + D C ( l ) * D S ( 7 ) * ? C ( 3 1   4 A U X D 4 4 0  
990 RETURN 




C ... BODY POINT  DISPLACEMENTS... 
L 
DO 500 J = 1 9 4  
DO 500 K = I r  3 
X l K v J )  = X C t ' l K I  
DO 5 0 0  L = 1.3 




C 3 / 2 6 / 6 9  - L.F.H. 
C MOD. 9 / 0 3 / 6 9  - L.F.H. 
C 
SUBROUTINE  OUT21 JJ 1 
L 
C ... OUTPUT  SUBP. FOR THE  2ND  PHASE... 
1 3 0   F O K M A T I  ' 1 '  / 'OCASE NO. ' , 1 3 * 5 X , l O A 8  
X / 38X9'2NrJ  PHASE  OUTPUT'  / 1 X  
X / 5 X 9 ' T  - EL4PSEO l I M E  ( SEC 1 .' 
X / 5X, 'XCM#YCM.ZCM - C.C.  FREE  FLIGHT  DISPLACEMENT ( FT 1. '  
X / S X , ' X l J )  ' Y I J )  J I J )  - J-TH  POINT  FREE  FL IGHT  D ISPLACEMENTS ' 
X ' I  F T  1 . '  
x / ' 0 '  / 55X,'...' 
X / ' 0 ' ~ 1 4 X v ' T ' t l O X . ' X C H ' r O X I ' Y C ~ ' v 9 X I ' Z C M ' r  
X 9 X . ' X I 1 ~ ' . U X . ' Y ~ l ~ ' . 8 X , ' Z ~ L ~ '  
X / ' 0 '  , 2 5 X 9 ' X 1 2 ) '   . B X , ' Y ( 2 ) '   r 8 X 1 ' 2 1 2 ) '  v 
X 8 X , ' X ( 3 ) ' , H X , ' Y ( 3 1 ' , R X , ' Z ( 3 1 '  
x / ' 0 " 2 5 X , ' X ~ 4 ~ ' * 8 X , ' Y 1 4 ~ ' , B X . ' Z ~ 4 ) '  
140  FORMAT1 '1' / 'OCASE h0. ' r 1 3 r 5 X 1 1 0 A E  
X / 38X1 '2ND  PH4SE  OUTPUT '  ) 
150 F O R M A T I   ' 0 ' , 9 X . L P 7 0 1 2 . 4  / ( 2 2 X v L P b D 1 2 . 4  1 ) 
C 
R E A L * 8   2 1 2 5 0 ) ~  
X T I  
X X C H ( 3 1 p X ( 3 . 4 ) ,  
X T I T L E ( 1 0 1  
COMMON / D A T A  / L , N E Q L I N E O Z ~ J ~ ~ J ~ ~ J ~ ~ J ~ ~ J ~  
EQUIVALENCE 
X ( T p l ( 6 l l  ) g  
X ( X C M ( l ) v Z I l 5 4 )  1 . 1  Xll*l).Z(201) I ,  
X I T I T L E l l ) r Z 1 2 4 1 )  1 '  
X ( N C A S E v J 4  1 
I F 1  JJ .NE. 0 ) GO TU 4 0 0  
JL = 1 6  
WRITE1 6,LJO 1 N C A S E v T I T L E  
L 
400 I F (  MODI J L v 5 6  I .NF. 0 G O  T U  5 0 0  
4 A U X 0 4 5 0  
4 A U X 0 4 6 0  
4 A U X 0 4 7 0  
4AUXO480  
4 A U X 0 4 9 0  
4 A U X 0 5 0 0  
4 4 U X 0 5 1 0  
4 A U X 0 5 2 0  
4 A U X 0 5 3 0  
4 A U X 0 5 4 0  
4 A U X 0 5 5 0  
4 A U X 0 5 6 0  
4 A U X 0 5 7 0  
4 A U X 0 5 8 0  
4AUXOS90 
4AUXO6OO 
2 0 U T O O l O  
2 0 U T 0 0 3 0  
2 0 U T 0 0 4 0  
2 0 U T 0 0 5 0  
2 0 U T 0 0 6 0  
2 0 U T 0 0 7 0  
2 0 U T 0 0 8 0  
2 0 U T 0 0 9 0  
20UTOL 10 
2 O U T O l 2 0  
2 0 U T 0 1 3 0  
2 0 U T 0 1 4 0  
2 0 U T O L 5 0  
2 U U T 0 1 6 0  
2UUTOL70  
2 U U T O l 8 0  
2OUTO190  
2 0 U T 0 2 0 0  
2 0 U T 0 2 1 0  
i O U T 0 2 2 0  
20UT0230 
2 0 U T 0 2 4 0  
2 0 U T 0 2 5 0  
2 0 U T O L 6 0  
2 0 U T 0 2 7 0  
2 0 U T 0 2 8 0  
2 0 U T 0 2 9 0  
2 0 U T 0 3 0 0  
2 0 U T 0 3 1 0  
2 0 U T 0 3 2 0  
2 O U T 0 3 3 0  
2 0 U 1 0 3 4 0  
2 0 U T 0 3 5 0  
2 0 U T 0 3 6 0  
2 0 U T 0 3 7 0  
2 0 U T 0 3 8 0  
2 0 ~ ~ 0 0 2 0  
2 0 ~ ~ 0 1 0 0  
2 0 ~ ~ 0 3 9 0  
W R I T E (   6 , 1 4 0  ) N C , q S € r T I T L E  
JL = 0 
C 
500 WRITE(  6,150 1 T t X C C t X  
C 




/ /  EXEC A S S E M R L R I P ~ R N = ' L O A D , D E C K '  
//SOURCE.SYSPUNCH DD DSN=hOECK,SYSOUT-R 
//SOURCE.SYSIN DD * 




* * * 
* * * 
* * * 
* * 
* * 
* * * 
* * * 
* * * * 
* * 






2 0 U T 0 4 0 0  
2OUTO410 
2 0 U T 0 4 2 0  
2 0 U T 0 4 3 0  
2OUTO4IO 
2 0 U T 0 4 5 0  
2 0 U T 0 4 6 0  
2 0 U T 0 4 7 0  
EDbTOOlO 
PRINT  D4TA  EDATOOZO 
2 /22 /67  - L.F.H. E D A T 0 0 3 0  
MOD. 5 / 1 5 / 1 0  - L.F.H. ED4TOOGO 
5PACE 1 t D A T 0 0 5 0  
SUBP.  EOATA  PROCESSFS  DATA  CARDS  'RFAD'  BY SUB?. LOAD AND STORES  EDATOOhO 
WORD DECIMAL ( i JH ICH  IVCL .   FULL  WOKD TNTEGER  AS  WFLL AS SHORT  AND E D A T 0 0 8 0  
DATA  ARE  PROCESSFD.  ED4TOLOO 
SUBP. EDAT4 IS MOST E F F I C I E N T  WHEV D I R E C T F U  TOWARD  THE LOADING OF E D A T 0 1 1 0  
BLOCKS OF STOR4GE  SUCH 9s 4  COMMON AREA OR 4 LARGE  ARRAY  CUNTAININS  ED4T0120  
THE VARIOUS  TYPES UF D 4 T A  REOUIKED DY A PRJCFSSING PROGRAM S I Y C E  I T  E D 4 T 0 1 3 0  
TENDS T n   L O A D  THE  PRnCFSSED  ATA  ITEMS  INT 'J   SEOUENr IALCY  HIGiER  4N0 ED410160 
HIGHFR  LOCATIONS. I T  M 9 Y  B E  D I P E C T F D  T O  SCATTER L 3 4 0  ONLY  T4F RE- EDATOLSO 
THE  CURRENT  LOAD  POINT MAY 9E S H I F T F D  AS RFO'D TO S K I P  OVEK SEClfONS ED4TO170 
OF STORAGE AT  ANY T I M E .  T H I S  S H I F T  I S  CCt4Pl ITED  RELATIVE T O  THE  EDATOLEO 
I N I T I h L  L04D POINT.  EDAT0190 
CURRENT LO40   POINT  CAV PE S H I F T E D   O F F  A H A L F  WORD 4 s  WELL A S  A F U L L   E D 4 T 0 2 1 U  
WORD AND DOUBLE WORD BilUXUARY. I T  1 S ADVIS4RLF. TU USE THE I N 1  T I  4 L   E D A T 0 2 2 0  
LOAD  POTNT  RESET Aq0 SHIFT  FEATURE  OF  SUBP.  FDAT4  FOLLOWING  THE.LOAD-  EDAT0230 
I N G  OF CHARACTER  DATA.  EDhT0240 
THE L O 4 0  P U I N T  FUR  THE F U L L  AND D9URLE WORD D E C I M A L  D A T A  4 5  WELL E D A T 0 2 5 0  
45  THE  HEXADECIMAL 4ND H4LF WORD DECIYAL  1:dTEGER  DATA  MUST  BE  AT  HE  D4T0260 
APPROPRIATF  BYTE  Bf lUND49IES.   ED4TO27O 
SUDP. FDATA  PRUCESSES I T S  JWN PROGRAM INTERRUPTS. I T  S4VES THE E D A T 0 2 8 0  
ADDRESS OF 'THE  NEXT  INSTRUCTIUN'  AND THE  ULD PSW 4ND R E S E T S  THE  NEXT  EDAT0290 
INSTRUCTION  ADDRESS  BEFORE  RETURNING CONTROL  TU THE  COYTROL PROGRAM. E D A T 0 3 0 0  
THE  PROCESSED  DATA  ITEMS  45  OIRECTCD.  CHAK4CTERV  FULL AND DOUBLE E D A T 0 0 7 0  
LONG  RFhL  HALF  \J I IRD  OECIY4L  INTEGEA, AYD F U L L  Y 3 R D  H F X 4 D E C I N 4 L  E04T0030 
W I R E D  DATA  ITEMS, 1.E. r  4 L L  OF  THE  STURAGF. B L J C K  I E E D  NOT HE LGADED. E D A T O l 6 0  
CHARACTER  DATA A & €  STORED i l ITHiJUT  CHAYGF  BYTF-3Y-BYTE; HENCEI  THE E D A T 0 2 0 0  
THE CAHD ERROR  CnLUMN N U M B E ? ,  THC: CARD  IMAGE,  4ND  THE  OLD PSW ARE F D A 1 0 3 1 0  
PRINTED BY SUBP. LMD. E D 4 T 0 3 2 0  
SUBP. €DATA  C4N  DETECT  iERT4IN  PROCESSING ERRORS AND GENERATE  THE € O A T 0 3 3 0  
CARD  COLUMN  UMBFR  AT  WHICH  THF  ERROR WAS UETECTFD. THE L O A D l Y G  OF € O A T 0 3 4 0  
PROCESSED.  HOWEVER,  S\IRSEGUEKT  OAT4  CARDS ARE CHECKED FOR  ERRORS E D 4 T 0 3 6 0  
U N T I L  A RETURN T n  THE CbLLEd   OF SU3P.  LOAD I S  FXECUTED.  ONLY ONE E D A T 0 3 7 0  
ERROR  PER  CARD C4;J RE DETECTED 4 Y D  PR3CESSED.   D4T4  ITEPS ON  A G I V E N   E D A T 0 3 8 0  
C.4RD WHICH  FOLLOW A OErECTED ERROR CANNOT D E  CHECKED. SUBP. L O A 0   E D A T 0 3 9 0  
P R I N T S  THE CAR0  ERRflK  CflLUWY  NUMBFR  AYU  THF  C49D  IMAGF I V  SUCH  CASFS. E D A T 0 4 0 0  
ALL SURSEOIJEYT 0 A T A  I S  SUSPEVDEOr 4 5  I T  I S  WHFY A PROG. I N l E 2 R J P r  I S  E D 4 1 0 3 5 0  
FOR D E T 4 I L S  ON SUSP. LCAO  AYD SUR?. E D A T 4 t   C A L L  L.F.t4ATAKEYAMAv E D A T 0 4 1 0  
NASA-GSFC,  CODE 7 2 1 ,  X 4 0 4 7 .   E D A T 0 4 2 0  






A 2 0 0  
A 2 1 0  
A 2 1 2  
* 
A 3 0 0  
A 4 0 0  
CSECT  EOAT0440 
SPACE 1 E D A T 0 4 5 0  
EQU 10 E 0 4 T 0 4 6 0  
FQU 11 E D A T 0 4 7 0  
E Q U   1 2   E D A T 0 4 R O  
EQU 1 3  E D A T 0 4 9 0  
EQU 14 E D A T 0 5 0 0  
EQU 1 5   E D A T 0 5 1 0  
EJECT E D A T 0 5 2 0  * + *  EDAT05.30 
ENTRY  BUST F D A T 0 5 4 0  
U S I N G  * r F  F 0 4 T 0 5 5 0  
R A 1 0 0  E D A T 0 5 6 0  
OC C L 6 ' 5 E O A T I '  E D A T 0 5 7 0  
S T M  E 9 C 1 1 2 ( D )  SAVE  THE K ' S .  E D A T O ~ ~ O  
L BI 4 (  D l  GET  THE PREV. SAVE  ARtA  ADDR... E D A T 0 5 9 0  
L A r 2 4 i B )  ... & THF  P4RM. L I S T  ADDR. E D A T 0 6 0 0  
1 4 9 = 4 ( L F H 2 )  S E T  U P   T H t  CURRENT  SAVE AREA... E D A T 0 6 1 0  
ST D * 4 ( 4 1  ... € D A T 0 6 2 0  
S T   4 1 8 ( D )  ... F D A 1 0 6 3 0  
L R   D r 4  ... t D A T 0 6 4 D  
SPACE 1 E D A T 0 6 5 0  
LA F,BUST-EDATA(F)   SHIFT  T t I   RASE ADDRESS... E D A T 0 6 6 0  
USING  BUSTIF ... € @ A T 0 6 7 0  
B A2 10 E D A T 0 6 8 0  
* * * * * * * * a *  E D A T O 6 9 0  
B A 2 0 0   E C A T 0 7 0 0  
DC C L 6 ' S B U S T  ' E D A T 0 7 1 0  
N I   A Z l Z + I , X ' O F '   D I S A B L E  T H E BR. AT A 2 1 2 .   € O A T 0 7 0  
SPACE 1 E D A T 0 7 3 0  
L R  2.F SHIFT   BASE  REGISTERS- . .   EDAT0740  
U S I N G   B U S T 9 2  ... E D A T 0 7 5 0  
DROP F ... E D A T 0 7 6 0  
SPACE 1 E D A T 0 7 7 0  
SPACE 1 E D A T 0 7 9 0  
RC 1 5 v A 3 0 0  ** E D A T 0 7 8 0  
MVC 1 7 6 ( 8 r 4 ) 1 4 1 1 )  SET  UP  THE  0-PSW.  FDATOBOO 
MVC 9 ( 3 r l ) r = A L 3 ( C 1 1 0 1  YOD. THE  0-PSW NEXT  INS R. ADDR. E D A T 0 8 1 0  
01 A 2 1 2 + 1 r X ' F O '   E N A B L E  THE BR. A T  A212. E D A T 0 8 2 0  
RCR 1 5 r E  RFTURlrl  TU  THE  CONTOL PROG. E D A T O 8 3 0  * * * * * * * * * *  E D A T 0 8 4 0  
S P I F   B U S T I I ( 1 9 1 5 )  1 SPEC. A NEW P. I. E. E D A T 0 8 5 0  
SPACE 1 EDATOR60 
STM 1 r 2 . 2 4 1 4 )  SAVE R 1  t K2. E D A T 0 8 7 0  
CLC B 2 1 2 r 4 ) r = H ' 1 1  CHECK  THE  CARD  COUNT. E D A T 0 8 8 0  
B H   A 4 0 0  ... t3R. OUT IF NOT THE  LST  CARD. E D A T 0 8 9 0  
L 3 * 0 ( A )  GET  THE INIT. LOAD P O I N T  ADDR... E D 4 T 0 9 0 0  
S T  3 ' 1 1 7 2 1 4 )  .. S T A S H  I T  FJR  FUTURE 3EF.ED4T0910  
L A   5 9 8 8 ( 4 )   L O A D   R 5   W I T H   A t C A R D ) .  EDAT0920  
L A   7 , 7 9 ( 5 )  S F 1  UP  R7  WITH A(CARD+79) . . .   EDAT0930  
L A   8 1 L O B  ... R B  W I T H   A l L O B l   E D A T 0 9 4 0  
LA 9 1 3  ... & R 9   W I T H  3. E D A T 0 9 5 0  
STH 1 * 9 r 2 4 ( 4 1  SAVE R 1  - RY. E D A T 0 9 6 0  
E J E C T   E D A T 0 9 7 0  
LM 1 ~ 9 9 2 4 ( 4 )  RESET  RL - R9.  E D A T 0 9 9 0  
A 4 0 2  
A404 
A 4 0 5  
A406 
A 4 0 7  
A 4 0 0  
A 4 0 9  
A 4 1 0  
A 5 0 0  
L R   6 9 5  
S T  6 ~ 4 4 1 4 )  
XC 1 7 6 1 8 , 4 ) , 1 7 6 1 4 )  
xc C L B ' C L 8  
L A   A r 9  
L A   8 ~ 4 4 0 2  
LM E g F r L O P  
@I A 4 0 R + L r X ' F O '  
SPACF 1 
C L I  O 1 h ) r C '  ' 
R E  A 4 0 7  
M I  A 4 0 8 + l r X ' O F '  
LA   8 ,8404  
C L I   0 1 6 ) r C ' O '  
BL A 4 0 5  
RH C l l O  
HVN Ollr8)rOlhl 
H E,=F' 10' 
A F r HOLU 
8 A 4 0 7  
L A   B 1 A 4 0 6  
CLI O l 6 ) r C '  ' 
RNE C 1 1 0  
C L l   0 1 6 1 , C ' Y '  
L A  6 , 1 1 6 )  
RCTR A P E  
SPACE 1 





F , 1 7 2 ( 4 l  
LR 3 r F  
S T   3 , 3 2 1 4 )  
C L I   O ( 6 l . C '  ' 
SPACE 1 
SR AIA 
LA 8*S100  
LA E 1 4  
LA F,24 
L A  b r l ( 6 )  
CLC O (  1'6)  r O ( B )  
BF A5001A) 
L A   D r l l B )  








R I i H  
e RRR 
B x x  
R F S E T  E SAVF ((6. 
CLEAR THE 'PSW'  CELLS. 
ZERO LOP t HOLD. 
... 
SET  UP R A t  RBI RE' t RF... ... 
FNARLF THE O R .  A T  4408.  
COMPUTE  THF LOADING OFFSET... 
D ISABLE  THE 8 5 .  AT A408.  ... RESCT RB. 
... 
... 
... ... ... ... ." ... ... 
... RESET KB. .. . ... ... 
CHECK  THF COL. 9 CHAR. 
** 
S E T  UP T H t   C U R R t N T  LOA0 POINT. . .  ... ... 
S E T  UP RAs R E '  RE, RF.... ... ... .. . 
CHFCK THE CARD COL. 10 CH44... 




9R. OUT 45  REa'D... ... ... ... ... ... 
T I T L E   ' E D A T A - C  D b T 4 r  RLANK ANI) R F T U < Y  PdOC. S E C T I J N S '  
SPACE 1 
* + f  
E D A T 0 9 3 0  
EDATlOOO 
E D A T l O l O  
E D A T 1 0 2 0  
€ O A T 1 0 3 0  
E D A T 1 0 4 0  
F D A 1 1 0 5 0  
E D A T 1 0 5 0  
E D A T 1 0 7 0  
E D A T 1 0 8 0  
t D A T 1 0 9 0  
E D A T l  LOO 
E D A T 1 1 1  0 
E D A T 1 1 2 0  
E D A T 1 1 3 0  
E D A T l L 4 0  
E D A T 1 1 5 0  
E D A T 1 1 5 0  
E D A T 1 1 7 0  
E D A T 1 1 8 0  
F D A T 1 1 9 0  
EDATLZOO 
E D A T 1 2 1  0 
E D A T 1 2 2 0  
E D A T 1 2 3 0  
E D A T 1 2 4 0  
E D A T 1 2 5 0  
€OAT1260 
E D A T 1 2 7 0  
E D A T 1 2 8 0  
F D A T l 3 0 0  
F D A 1 1 3 1 0  
EDAT 1 3 2 0  
E O A T l 3 3 0  
E D A T 1 3 4 0  
E D A T 1 3 5 0  
E D A T 1 3 6 0  
t D 4 T 1 3 7 0  
FD4113RO 
E D A T l 3 9 0  
E D A T 1 4 0 0  
E D A T 1 4 1 0  
E D A T 1 4 2 0  
€ 0 4 1 1 4 3 0  
E D A T 1 4 4 0  
E D 4 T 1 4 5 0  
E D A T 1 4 6 0  
€ D A T 2 4 7 0  
E D 4 1 1 4 8 0  
E D A T l 4 9 0  
F D A T 1 5 0 0  
E D A T 1 5 1 0  
E D A T 1 5 2 0  
€ O A T 1 5 3 0  




C l O O  
ClOZ 










(11 C L O Z + l . X ' F : ~ '  
SPACE 1 
01 C 3 0 0 + 1  9X'F')' 
L A  6 , 1 ( 6 )  
ST 6 , 4 4 ( 4 l  
CR 6 9 7  
R H   B L N K  
R E   C 3 0 0  
SPACE 1 




9 r 7 2 ( 4 )  
MVC O ( 1 . 3 1 . 0 1 6 )  
B 




L A  6 9  L ( 6 l  
ST 6 . 7 6 1 4 )  
M V I  75(41,3 
r3 RK 
SPACE I 
EC 1 5 r C 4 0 0  
SPACE 1 
RNE B L N K  
C L I   O ( 6 )   , X ' 7 D '  
CLC O ( L . h ) . = X 1 7 D 7 0 '  
L A  61 l ( 6 )  
ST 6 , 4 4 1 4 )  
R C103 
SPACE 1 
V I  C L O Z + l r X ' O F '  
N I  C30O+1.X10F'  
0 c L O O  
SPACE 1 
SPACE 1 
* 4 +  
M V I  7 9 1 4 ) v O  
ST 3 .32 (4 )  
SPACE 1 
L 1 r Z 4 ( 4 )  
S P I E  M F = ( E v 1 1 1 l  
L D 1 4 ( 4 )  
LM EvC,lZ(D) 
M V I  1 2 1 D ) r X ' F F '  
ACR 15.f 
SPACE 1 
M V I  7 5 ( 4 1 . 2  
R HK 
ENABLE  THC RR'S AT C102... ... t c300.  
INCR.9  SAVE9 h CHECK R6.a. ... 
RK. OUT I F  PAST  CARD END. 
LOOK  FOR  THE ' MARK.. . ... 5R. OUT WHEN FOUND. 
... 
** 
CHECK FOR PRECEDING EKRDRS... ... BR. TO 4VUID  DATA  LO4DING.  
MOVE 4 CHARACTER. 
INCR.  R3. 
SET  UP  TRtIURLE INDIC... ... ... 
I N D I C .  TROUBLE. 
**  
CHECK FOR THE " MARK. 
RR. OUT I F  NOT A ' ' MARK. 
INCR. R6. 
S A V E  Rh. 
I I I S A B L E  THE BK. A T  t102. 
D I S A B L E  THE R 4 .  AT C300. 
INDIC.  NO ERROR. 
S A V E  THE CURRENT LUAD P 3 n r .  
RESET Rl.. . ... Ti l   RESET  THE OLD P.I.E. 
RESET RD.. . ... AND  RESTORE  THE  OTHER R'S. 
IQDIC.  RETURN. 
T I T L E   ' E D A T A - D   D A T A  PROC. S E C T I O N '  
SPACE 1 
SPACE 1 
* + *  
E D A T 1 5 4 0  
E D A T 1 5 5 0  
EDA T 1 5 6 0  
E D A T 1 5 7 0  
E D A T 1 5 8 0  
€ O A T 1 5 9 0  
E D A T 1 6 0 0  
EOAT 16  LO 
E D A T 1 6 2 0  
E D A T 1 6 3 0  
E D A T 1 6 4 0  
E D A T 1 6 5 0  
E D 4 T L 6 6 0  
E D 4 T l b 7 0  
E D A T 1 6 8 0  
E D A T l 6 9 0  
E D A T 1 7 3 0  
E C A T l 7 1 0  
E D A T 1 7 2 0  
E D A T 1 7 3 0  
E D A T 1 7 4 0  
E D A T 1 7 5 0  
E D A T 1 7 6 0  
C D A T 1 7 7 0  
E D A T 1 7 0 0  
E D A T 1 7 9 0  
ED4T 1800 
€ O A T 1 8 1 0  
t D A T l 8 2 0  
E D A T 1 8 3 0  
E D A T 1 8 4 0  
F O A T l 0 5 0  
E D A T l 8 6 0  
F D A T 1 8 7 0  
E D 4 T l 8 8 0  
E D A T 1 8 9 0  
E D A T 1 9 0 0  
E D A T 1 9 1 0  
E D A T l 9 2 0  
E D A T 1 9 3 0  
E D A T 1 9 4 0  
E D A T 1 9 5 0  
€ D A T 1 9 6 0  
E D A T 1 9 7 0  
E D 4 T 1 9 8 0  
E D A T 1 9 9 0  
E D A T 2 0 0 0  
E D A T 2 0 1 0  
EOA12OZO 
E D A T 2 0 3 0  
E D 4 1 2 0 4 0  
E D A T 2 3 5 0  
E D A T 2 0 6 0  
E D A T 2 0 7 0  
E D A T 2 0 8 0  
00 SR AIA 
SR  BIB 
XC C L l 6 p C L 1 6  
MVC TCWI=X'4EDFFFFF' 
SPACE 2 
D2OO L A   6 9 1 1 6 )  
S T  6 , 4 4 ( 4 )  
CR 6 ' 7  
BH 0810 
SPACE 1 
RL 0500  
BH C l l O  
C L I  0 ( 6 ) , C ' O '  
C L I  0(6),C'9' 
MVN O ( l r 8 1 , 0 [ 6 )  
L A   A v l ( A )  
SPACE 1 
TM T C l r X ' 8 0 '  
R O  D 2 2 0  
R L   0 2 2 0  
CH  A,=H'8'  
01 T C l r X ' B O '  
N I  TC3pX'EF '  
N1  TCZIX'FD' 
SPACE 1 
BO. 0 3 0 0  
SPACE 2 
R O  U 4 0 0  
L E 'L I IP  
L R  FIE 
M 
A F rHOLO 
TM T C l . X ' l 0 '  
BO 0 3 3 0  
0 2 2 0  TM TC 1, X '  4 0 '  
LA B , 1 1 B )  
D300 TM T C l r X ' Z O '  
03 10 
E.=F' 109 
S T  FILOP 
N I  L O P I X ' O ~ '  
SR EIE 
SLDL € 9 6  
L 
S T  E ' H O L I )  
E WHOP 
01 T C 1 , X ' l O '  
R D 3  LO 
FJECT 
0 3 3 0  S T  F I H ~ P  
N I  T C l r X ' r F '  
R D 2 0 0  
SPACE 2 
RH C l l O  
L 
M 




11400 CH A , = 1 1 ' 2 '  
SET  UP ? A  E Re... .. . 
ZERO HOP, LOP, HOLD, E EXP. 
S t T  UP TCW. 
INCR., SAVE' E CHECK Rh... ... ... ... SR. [IUT IF P A S T  LARD E \ I D .  
CHfCK  FnR YUMERICS... ... I?R. OUT I F  .LT. 0. ... 
RR. T C  TROURLE I F  .GT. 9. 
MOVE THE AUMERIC T O  'HOLD'. 
I N C R .  THE D I G 1  T COUNT. 
CbiECK THE U I G I T  COUNT... ... RR. 4RillJND IF .LT. 8 .  
DISCOYT. THE I O I G I T  COUNT  CHECK. 
4LLOW LflNti   REAL  STORAGE. 
F O R 8 1 0  AN E I X  A LONG REAL. 
(1111 
INCR. THE FRACT. D I G I T  COUNT. 
W I L D  U P   I H E  L O N G  PRIMITIVE. . .  ... ... 
1 3 1 0 )  
... 
... ... ... ... ... ... ...' CIR' BIT 3 .  
... ... ZEAO B I T  3. 
CHECK  THE D I G I T  COUlT... ... QR. T O  TRCIJBLE I F  . G T .  2. 
9 U I L D  UP THE  CXPOVFNT... ." ... 
EDA T 2 0 9 0  
E D A T 2 1 0 0  
E D A T 2 1 1 0  
E D A T 2 1   2 0  
€ O A T 2 1 3 0  
E D A T 2 1 4 0  
E D 4 T 2 1 5 0  
E D A T 2 1 6 0  
E D A T 2 1 7 0  
E D A T 2 1 8 0  
E D A T 2 1 9 0  
E D A T 2 2 0 0  
E D A T 2 2 1 0  
E O A T 2 2 2 0  
E D A T 2 2 3 0  
E D A T 2 2 4 0  
E D A T 2 2 5 0  
EDAT22bO 
E D 4 T 2 2 7 0  
E D A T 2 2 8 0  
E D A T 2 2 9 0  
E D A T 2 3 0 0  
EDATE  31 0 
E D A T 2 3 2 0  
E O A T 2 3 3 0  
E D A T 2 3 4 0  
E O A T 2 3 5 0  
E D A T 2 3 6 0  
E 0 4 T Z 3 7 0  
€DATZ3BO 
E D A T 2 3 9 0  
F D 4 T 2 4 0 0  
E D A T 2 4 1 0  
E D A T 2 4 2 0  
E D A T 2 4 3 0  
€ O A T 2 4 4 0  
E D A T 2 4 5 0  
E D A T 2 4 6 0  
EDAT247D 
E D A T 2 4 8 0  
E 0 4 T 2 4 9 0  
E U A T 2 5 0 0  
E D A T 2 5 1 0  
E D A T 2 5 2 0  
E D A T 2 5 3 0  
E D A T 2 5 4 0  
E D A T 2 5 5 0  
E D A T 2 5 6 0  
E D A T 2 5 7 0  
E D A T 2 5 8 0  
E D 4 T 2 5 9 0  
E D 4 T 2 6 0 0  
EDAT2610  
E D A T 2 6 2 0  




D 6 l O  
0611 
0 6 2 0  
06 3 0  
0700 
0810 
0 8 2 0  
OR21 
D 8 2 5  
ST F I E X P  
8 0 2 0 0  
SPACE 2 
C L I  O ( 6 )  .C' v '  
R E  0 6 0 0  
SPACE 1 
SR 1.1 
L A  C*S200 
LA €94 
L A  F.20  
CLC O ( l 9 6 )  
BE 0 7 0 0 (  1 
LA C v l ( C )  
R X L E  l r E . 0 5  





TFI T C l r X ' O 8 '  
80 I N T  
SPACE 1 
BO D 6 2 0  
SPACE 1 
A B I E X P  
N I  T C 3 r X ' H F '  
SPACE 1 
S L L  B . 3  
ST BIEXP 










B O R 1 0  
R 0820  
9 0 8  30 
B 0 8 4 0  
R 0850 
R 0 8 6 0  
FJEGT 




TM T C l r X ' 0 4 '  
% I  TGZr X 
'HD '  
' 6F'  




CHECK  FOR A C3MMA. .. ... 8R. OUT I F  CONMA. 
SET UP RC' RE.  L RF-. .  ". 
CHECK FOR OTHER CHARS... ... ElR. OUT AS RFQ'D.  
INCR. RC- 
LOOP.. . ... OR RR. TD  TROUBLE. 
... 
COMP. THE S C 4 L I N G  FACTOR.. .  
.a ENABLE DOWNSCALING. 
... ... 







Z€RO B I T  16. 
( 6 . 1 )  
4LLOW FRACT. D I G I T  CUUNTIUG... . . .FORB10 2 . ' S  IN THE  P-PART. 
F O R B I D  t AFTER  THE DEL. PT... 
ALLOW FLOATING.  
... ALSO, - A F T E R  THE DEC.  PT. 
E D A T 2 6 4 0  
E D A T 2 6 5 0  
E D A T 2 6 6 0  
E D A T Z 6 7 0  
E D A T 2 6 8 0  
€ O A T 2 6 9 0  
€ O A T 2 7 0 0  
E D A T 2 7 1 0  
E D A T 2 7 2 0  
E D A T 2 7 3 0  
E D A T 2 7 4 0  
E D A T 2  750 
E D A T 2 7 6 0  
E D A T 2 7 7 0  
E D h T 2 7 8 0  
E D A T 2 7 9 0  
EDATZBOO 
E D A T 2 8 1 0  
E D A T 2 8 2 0  
E D A T 2 8 3 0  
E D A T 2 8 4 0  
E D A T 2 8 5 0  
E D A T 2 8 b O  
E D A T 2 8 7 0  
f O A T 2 8 8 0  
E D A T 2 8 9 0  
€ O A T 2 9 0 0  
E D A T 2 9 1 0  
E D A T 2 9 2 0  
E D A T 2 9 3 0  
E D A T 2 9 4 0  
E D A T 2 9 5 0  
E D A T 2 9 6 0  
E D A T 2 9 7 0  
E D A T 2 9 8 0  
E O A T 2 9 9 0  
E D I T 3 0 0 0  
E D A T 3 0 1 0  
E D A T 3 0 2 0  
E D A T 3 0 3 0  
E D A T 3 0 4 0  
E D A T 3 0 5 0  
E O A T 3 0 6 0  
E D A T 3 0 7 0  
E D A T 3 0 8 0  
E D A T 3 0 9 0  
E D A T 3 1 0 0  
E D A T 3 1 1 0  
E D A T 3 1 2 0  
* E D A T 3 1 3 0  
E D A T 3 1 4 0  
* E D A T 3 1 5 0  
E D A T 3 1 6 0  
E D A T 3 1 7 0  
E D A T 3 1 8 0  
D 8   3 0  
0 8 3 2  
, 0 8 3 3  
0 0 3 4  
D 8 3 5  
D 8 4 0  
0 8 4 2  
D 8 4 3  
D 8 4 4  
0 8 5 0  
0 8 5  1 
D 8 5 2  
Di360 
SPACF 1 
R O  D 8 3 4  
TM TC2 9 X '  80' 
RO GB32 
R c110 
N I  T C Z s X ' h F '  
T M  T C l r X ' O l '  
CH  Av=H'O' 
R u 2 0 0  
SPACE 1 
TF! T C Z * X ' 4 0 '  
BO D 8 3 5  
P C l l O  
N I  T C 2 v X 1 8 7 '  
B D 8 3 3  
SPACE 1 
TM TC2,X'ZO'  
BO D 8 4 3  
TM T C 2 r X '  10'  
BO D 8 4 2  
D C L l O  
N I  T C Z v X ' 6 F '  
RH c l l n  
N I  T C Z e X ' F E '  
NI T C 3 r X ' D F '  
B D 8 3 3  
SPACE 1 
TM TC2,X'OB' 
BO D 0 4 4  
8 C l l O  
NI TC1,X'FB'  
N 1  T C 2 r X 1 0 7 '  
0 D 8 3 3  
EJECT 
TM T C 2 * X 1 0 4 '  
R O  0 8 5 1  
R C l l O  
N I  T C Z v X ' F 9 '  
N I  T C 3 r X ' E F '  
01 T C 1 , X ' b O '  
01 T C l r X ' O l '  
01 TCZ.X'L0' 
YI TC11X'FD'  
B 
SR  A.A 
0 8 2 5  
SPACE 1 
TM T C Z ,  X '  02' 
8 0  0 8 6 1  
R C l l O  
(99 1 I 
1 1 2 , l )  
l 1 3 r l )  
FORHID TW(1 + ' S  I N  TrlE P-PART... 
CHFCK THE O I G I T  COUNT... ... RR. T O  TAOUFLE I F  .NE. 0. 
.a. 4LS0,  + & - I N  THE  P-PART. 
FORBID - & + I N  THE P-PAKT... 
ALLCW NEG. INTEGER. 
e. ALSO* TWO " S  I N  THE  P-PART. 
ALLOW NEG. RE4L.  
ALLOH NEG. EXP. 
F O R B I D  - & + I N  THE €-PART... ... ALSO, T W O  " S  I N  THE  -PART. 
F U R 6 1 0  TklI 1)'s I N  44  I T E M . . .  ... AND U h E IF:  AN ITEM. 
ALLOW LONG REAL STORAGE. 
STOP T H E  FRPCT. D I G I T  COUNT... 
SET U P  EXP. SIGU CHECKS... 
FORDID . I Y  E-P4RT. 
ZERO  RA. 
... AND A L L O W  Z X P .  c n c p .  
... 
1 1 4 , l )  
E D A T 3 1 9 0  
E D A T 3 2 0 0  
e D A T 3 2 2 0  
E D A T 3 2 2 0  
E D A T 3 2 3 0  
E D A T 3 2 4 0  
* E D A T 3 2 5 0  
E D A T 3 2 6 0  
E D A T 3 2 7 0  
E D A T 3 2 8 0  
E D A T 3 2 9 0  
E D A T 3 3 0 0  
E D A T 3 3 1 0  
E D A T 3 3 2 0  
F D A T 3 3 3 0  
* E D 4 1 3 3 4 3  
E D A T 3 3 5 0  
E D 4 T 3 3 6 0  
E D A T 3 3 7 0  
F D A 1 3 3 8 0  
E D A T 3 3 9 0  
E D A T 3 4 0 0  
€ O A T 3 4 1 0  
€ O A T 3 4 2 0  
* E D 4 1 3 4 3 0  
E D A T 3 4 4 0  
E D A T 3 4 5 0  
E D A T 3 4 6 0  
E D A T 3 4 7 0  
E D A T 3 4 8 0  
E D 9 1 3 4 7 0  
E D A T 3 5 0 0  
E D A T 3 5 1 0  
* E D A T 3 5 3 0  
E D A T 3 5 4 0  
E D A T 3 5 5 0  
E D A T 3 5 6 0  
E D A T 3 5 7 0  
€ O A T 3 5 8 0  
E D A T 3 5 9 0  
*EDAT3600 
t D A T 3 6 2 D  
E D A T 3 6 2 0  
* E D A T 3 6 3 0  
E D A T 3 6 4 0  
E D A T 3 6 5 0  
E O A T 3 6 6 0  
E D A T 3 6 7 0  
E D A T 3 6 8 0  
E D A T 3 6 9 0  
E D A T 3 7 0 0  
E D A T 3 7 1 0  
E D A T 3 7 2 0  
E D A T 3 7 3 0  
~ ~ ~ ~ 3 5 2 0  
0861 
I N T  
I N 2 0  
I N30 
F L T  
F L 5 0  
R L  10 
R L 1 1  
R L  13 
N I  T C Z v X ' F Y '  
B 0852  
SPACE 1 
L M  E t F s H U P  
C H  E , = t i ' 3 2 '  
B H  C l l O  
S L L  F16 
SROL E t 6  
TM T C 2 r X ' O L '  
5 0  I N 2 0  
C 
LNR F v F  
9 1 7 2 (  4) 
DE I N 3 0  
ST F v O ( 3 )  
L A  3 1 4 ( 3 )  
SPACE 1 
TM T C 3 1 X ' a O '  
BO DD 
D H L N K  
SPACE I 
L O  2,=0'0.0' 
LM  ApMpHOP 
L T R  E V A  
B Z  F L 5 0  
SR F s F  
SROL € 9  10 
STM E t F v H U P  
01 H I l P p X ' 4 F '  
A 0  29DWD 
L T R  R I B  
B Z  R L l O  
S K  A l A  
S T H   A ~ B I O P  
(11 H O P I X ' ~ E '  
A 0   Z t D W O  
E J E C T  
SPACE 2 
L T O K  2 9 2  
RZ R L 3 0  
L C v E X P  
L T R  C v C  
0 2  R L 2 0  
SPACE 1 
L 
T M   T C 3 r X ' 4 0 '  
I v = A ( L F H 3 )  
B O  R L 1 5  
SPACE 1 
B L   R L 1 3  
C H   C * = H ' 6 0 8 '  
SH C 1=H' 600' 
DD 2 1 6 0 0 1  1)  
D R L l l  
00 Z r O ( C . 1 )  
R R L 2 0  
F O R B I D  TWO F ' S  I N  A\( ITEM... * € O A T 3 7 4 0  ... AND E E 0 I N  AN I T E M .   O A T 3 7 5 0  
E 0 4 T 3 7 6 0  
€ O A T 3 7 7 0  
... E CHECK  THE  -ORDER PART. E O A T 3 7 9 0  ... BR. T O  TROUBLE I F  TOO  LARGE. EDAT3800 
L I N K  UP THE PARTS... E D A T 3 8 1 0  ... & ? - S H I F T   I   A L L   I N T D  RF. E D A T 3 8 2 0  
(15,l) E O A T 3 8 3 0  
E O A T 3 8 4 0  
CHECK  FOR  PRECEDING ERRORS... E D A T 3 8 6 0  ... 84. TO A V O I O   O A T 4   L O A D t N G ,   E O A T 3 8 7 0  
STASH  T S  INTEGER WHEKE R C O ' D .  E D A T 3 8 8 0  
INCR. R3. E D A T 3 8 9 0  
E D A T 3 9 0 0  
E O A T 3 9 2 0  
€ O A T 3 9 3 0  
E D 4 T 3 9 4 0  
... € O A T 3 9 6 0  ... E O A T 3 9 7 0  ... E O A T 3 9 8 0  ... E 0 4 T 3 9 9 0  .. . E 0 4 T 4 0 0 0  ... E O A T 4 0 1 0  ... E D A T 4 0 2 0  ... € O A T 4 0 3 0  ... E D A T 4 0 4 0  ... E D A T 4 0 5 0  ... E O A T 4 0 6 0  ... E D A T 4 0 7 0  ... E D 4 T 4 3 8 0  .. . € O A T 4 0 9 0  
E O A T 4 1 0 0  
E O A T 4 1 1 0  
CHECK THE F L 0 9 T E D  RESULT.. . EOAT4 120 ... BR. l l U T  T O  A V O I O   S C A L I N G .   E O A T 4 1 3 0  ... L SCALE 4 s  REQ'O... E O A T 4 1 4 0  .. . € O A T 4 1 5 0  ... E O A T 4 l b O  
€ O A T 4 1 7 0  ... E O A T 4 1 8 0  
( 1 7 p 1 1   E D A T 4 1 9 0  ... EOAT42OO 
€ O A T 4 2 1 0  ... E O A T 4 2 2 0  ... t O A T 4 2 3 0  ... € O A T 4 2 4 0  ... E O A T 4 2 5 0  
E O b T 4 2 b 0  ... E D 4 T 4 2 7 0  
E D A T 4 2 8 0  
LUL\O THE L f lNG PRI+llTIVE... E D A T 3 7 3 0  
MAKE  THE  RESULT NEG.9 I F  R€P'D .  E O A T 3 8 5 0  
( 1 6 r l l  E O A T 3 9 1 0  
F L 0 4 T  TYE LON: PRIMIT IVE. . .   EDAT3950  
R L 1 5  
RL2O 
R L 3 0  
RL 3 1  
K L 5 0  
R L 5 5  
t 
HH 
H Z 0 0  
SPACE 1 
RH C l l O  
SPACE 1 
TM TC31X'ZO'  113 r11  
R O  R L 3 0  
SPACE 1 
TM TC3.X' 10' 1 1 9 , l I  
BO R L 5 0  
C 9 r 7 2 ( 4 t  CHECK FOR PREtEDTUG ERRORS... 
RE IV30 ... HA. TO 4VOIO  AT4  LOADING. 
S T D  2 ~ 0 ( 3 )  STASH TqE L-REAL  dHERE  REQ'D. 
L A  3 1 0 1  31 
R IY30 
SPACE 2 
L T D R   2 1 2
R Z  R L 5 5  
NC H O P , = X * F F @ 0 0 0 @ 0 '  
NC LOP , = X '   B O O O O C O O '  
AD 2,DkD 
C 9 ' 7 7 ( 4 1  C H T C K  Ff lR  P9F EDING ERRORS... 
HF l i d 3 0  
STE 2 , 0 ( 3 1  
... R R .  T O  4VOID  DATA  LO4DING. 
STOXE THE  S-REAL  rJHERt  REC'D. 
L A   3 , 4 ( 3 1  INCH. R?. 
R I N 3 0  
T I T L E   ' E D A T A - H  DATA PROC. S t r C T I U U '  
SPACE 1 
SR AIA SFT UP 2 4 . . .  
xc C L @ , C L 8  ZFRO LOP t HOLU. 
01 H 5 2 0 + 1 , X ' F O '   F N A B L E   T H t  BR. A T  H510. 
SPACE 1 
CH Cv=H'OUO'  ... ... OR. T O  TROURLE I F  T C O  MUCH. 
HD 2 1 O ( C v l l  ... 
LNDR 2 1 2  YAK€ I T  Y E S .  IF REQ'D. 
I N C R .  33. 
9UUND OUT AS iEO'U... 
S T D  2 r D k D  
... ... .. . ... ... 
t 4 +  
L A   6 , 1 1 6 )  
S T  6 , 4 4 1 4 1  
CR 6 r 7  ... 
I ? l C R . t  S A V F t  L CHELK R6.m. ... 
RH HbOO ... 3 9 .  OUT I F  P A S T  CARD END. 
SPACE 1 
R L   H 3 0 0  
DE H 5 0 0  
C L I  0 ( 6 ) . C ' O '  
RL C l l O  
CLI O ( h l , C ' 9 '  
RH C l l O  
C L I   O l 6 ) r C ' r '  CHFCK TtiF D 4 T A   I E L D  CHAR... ... RR. OUT I F  .LT. 'CiJPMh'. ... OR. OUT I F  .EO. ' C O C M A ' .  
... AR. TO TROURLE I F  .LT. 0. 
... RR.  T C  TROUeLE I F  .GT. 9. 
... 
... 
VVN O (  1 9 8 1 1 O l 6 t  MOVE THE ;VUCERIC TO 'HCLD' . 
LA A t l l h l  I N C R .  44. 
L 
SPACE 1 




F ,  HULI) 
CH F ,=H '   52767 '  
RH C l l O  
... ... ... ... RR. T O  TRCUOLE I F  .GT. 3 2 7 6 7 .  
E D A T 4 2 9 0  
E D A T 4 3 0 0  
E D A T 4 3 1 0  
E D A T 4 3 2 0  
E D A T 4 3 3 0  
E D A T 4 3 4 0  
E D 4 T 4 3 5 0  
E D A T 4 3 6 0  
E D A T 4 3 7 0  
EDAT43RO 
E D A T 4 3 9 0  
E D A T 4 4 0 0  
E D A T 4 4 1 0  
E D A T 4 4 2 0  
k D A T 4 4 3 0  
E D A T 4 4 4 0  
E 0 4 T 4 4 5 0  
E D A T 4 4 6 0  
E D A T 4 4 7 0  
E D A T 4 4 8 0  
E D A T 4 4 9 0  
E D A T 4 5 0 0  
E D A T 4 5 1 0  
E D A T 4 5 2 0  
E D A T 4 5 3 0  
E D A T 4 5 4 0  
E D A T 4 5 5 0  
E D A T 4 5 6 0  
E D I T 4 5 7 0  
E O A T 4 5 8 0  
F D 4 T 4 5 9 0  
F D A T 4 6 0 0  
E D A T 4 6 1  0 
E D 4 T 4 6 2 0  
E D A T 4 6 3 0  
E D A T 4 6 4 0  
E D A T 4 6 5 0  
€ O A T 4 6 6 0  
E D A T 4 6 7 0  
F: D A T 4 6 8 0  
E D 4 T 4 6 9 0  
E D A T 4 7 0 0  
E D A T 4 7 1 0  
E D A T 4 7 2 0  
E D A T 4 7 3 0  
E D A T 4 7 4 0  
E D A T 4 7 5 0  
E D A T 4 7 6 0  
E D A T 4 7 7 0  
E D A T 4 7 8 0  
E D A T 4 7 3 0  
€ O A T 4 8 0 0  
E D A T 4 0 1 0  
E D A T 4 8 2 0  
E D A T 4 8 3 0  
H 3 0 0  
H 4 0 0  
H 4 1 0  
H 5 0 0  
H 5 1 0  
H 5 2 0  
H 5 3 0  
H 6 0 0  
* 
x x  
x 2 0 0  
x 2 2 0  
ST  FpLOP 
R H Z 0 0  
SPACE 1 
C L I   O ( 6 ) t C '  ' RECH€CK  THE  OAT4  FIELO CHAR-. .
B E   H 6 0 0 ... BR. OUT I F  RLANK. 
RE H 4 1 0  
C L I   0 ( 6 ) * C ' "  
RE H 4 0 0  
R C L l O  ... BR. TO TROUBLE  D HERWISt.  
SPACE 1 
N I   H 5 1 0 + L * X ' O F a   D I S A B L E  THE RR. AT  H510.  
CH  A,=H'O'  C ECK  FOR S I G q  EMBEDPENT... 
RH C l l O  ... BR. T C  TROUBLE I F  EMBEDDED. 
R H 2 0 0  
SPACE 1 
RE H 5 3 0  ... RR. TO AVOID  DATA  LOA ING. 
... 
C L I   0 ( 6 ) t C ' + '  ... ... OR. OUT I F  PLUS S I G N .  
... BR.  OUT I F  P I N U S  S I G V .  ... 
C 9 r 7 2 ( 4 )  CHECK FOR PRECEDIVG EKRORS... 
L H   B v L O P + 2  
B C  1 5 v H 5 2 0  ** 
LNR 6.6 S T T  S I G N   M I N U S  IF KEQ'D.  
STH 6 1 0 ( 3 )  STORE  THE  H-INTEGER. 
L A   3 . 2 ( 3 1  IIJCR.  R3. 
B C  1 5 r t i H  ** 
111 H530+L,X 'FO'   ENARLF THF BR. A T  H530.  
6 RLNK 
SPACE 1 
N I  H 5 3 0 + 1 , X ' O F '   D I S A B L E   T H E  BR. A T  H530. 
R H 5 0 0  
T I T L E   ' € D A T A - X   D A T A  PROC. SECTION' 
SPACE 1 
SPACE 1 
SR A v A  Z E R O  RA... 
XC C L 8 r C L 8  ZFRO  LOP G HOLD. 
* * *  
SPACE 1 
ST 6 , 4 4 ( 4 )  ... 
RH X S O O  ... RR. OUT I F  PAST C A R D  END. 
SPACE 1 
B E   X 4 0 0  ... RR.  OUT I F  COMMA. 
R L   X 3 0 0  
RH C l l O  
MVN 0 ( 1 1 B ) r 0 ( 6 )  M@VE  THE NUMERIC T O  'HOLD'.  
L  B'HIJLD  SET  UP RB. 
SPACE 1 
L A   A v 1 1 4 )  INCR. E CHECK  Rae..
CH  A.=H'8'  
RH C L l O  ... BR. TO TROUBLE I F  .GT. 8 .  
SPACE 1 
L A  6 1 1 ( 6 )  1NCR.r  SAVE' E CHECK Rb... 
CR 6 9 7  ... 
C L I   O ( 6 ) r C ' t '  CHECK THE: D A T A   F I E L D  CHAR... 
C L I  O ( 6 ) r C ' O '  ... 
C L I   0 ( 6 l ~ C ' 9 '  
. . . RR.  OUT I F  .LT. 0. 
... BR. T C  TROUBLE I F  .GT. 9. ... 
... 
E D A T 4 8 4 0  
€ 0 4 1 4 8 5 0  
E D A T 4 8 6 0  
E D 4 T 4 8 7 0  
E O A T 4 8 8 0  
€ O A T 4 8 9 0  
€ O A T 4 9 0 0  
E D A T 4 9 1 0  
€ O P T 4 9 2 0  
E D A T 4 9 3 0  
E D I T 4 . 9 4 0  
E D A T 4 9 5 0  
E D A T 4 9 6 0  
E D 4 T 4 9 7 0  
E D A T 4 9 8 0  
ED 4 T 4 9 9 0  
E D A T 5 0 0 0  
E D A T 5 0 1 0  
E D A T 5 0 2 0  
E D A T 5 0 3 0  
E D A T 5 0 4 0  
E D 4 T 5 0 5 0  
F D A T 5 0 6 0  
E D 4 T 5 3 7 0  
E D A T 5 0 8 0  
E D A T 5 0 9 0  
E D A T 5 1 1 0  
E D A T 5 1 0 0  
E D A T 5 1 2 0  
E D A T 5 1 3 0  
E D A T 5 1 4 0  
E D A T 5 L 5 0  
E D b T 5 1 6 0  
€.OAT5170 
E D A T 5 1 8 0  
E D A T 5 1 9 0  
€OAT5200 
E D A T 5 2 2 0  
E D A T 5 2 2 0  
E D b T 5 2 3 0  
E O A T 5 2 4 0  
€ O A T 5 2 5 0  
E D A T 5 2 6 0  
E D A T 5 2 7 0  
E D A T 5 2 8 0  
E O A T 5 2 9 0  
E D A T 5 3 0 0  
E D A T 5 3 1 0  
E D A T 5 3 2 0  
E D A T 5 3 3 0  
EDLIT5340  
E D A T 5 3 5 0  
E O A T 5 3 6 0  
€ O A T 5 3 7 0  
. 
L c , L n p   B U I L D  UP  THF  X.FORM&TTED DATA... E D A T 5 3 8 0  
X300 
X 4 0 0  
X 4 1 0  
x 5 0 0  
DWD 
C L 1 6  
HOP 












SLL  c .4  ... 
flR C - 8  ... 
ST  CsLOP 
R x 2 0 0  ... 
SPACE 1 
C L I   O ( 6 ) q C '  ' RFCHECK THE D 4 T A   F I E L D  CHAR... 
R E  X 5 0 0  ... f3R. OU1 I F  BLANK. 
C L I   0 1 6 l r C ' A '  ... 
R L   C l l O  ... RR. TO TROURLE I F  .LT. ' A ' .  
C L I   O ( 6 l . C ' F '  ... 
RH C l l O  
MVN 0 ( 1 . 8 1 . 0 ( 6 )  MOVE THE NUME3IC T O  'HOLD'. 
... UR. T C  TROUeLE I F  .GT .  'I='. 
L 89 HULD P I C K  UP THF NUPEHIC... 
R 
AH B1=H'9' ... t REYflVF I T S  BIAS.  
x 2 2 0  
SPACE 1 
C Y , 7 7 ( 4 )  C H t C K  FOR PRECEDIYG ERKJRS... 
RE X 4 1 0  ... A R .  TC 4VOIO  DATA  LOA ING. 
SPACE 1 
L B. LOP  STASH  THE  DAT4 WHERE KEP'D.. .  
ST 8*0(3) 




RC 1 5 r X X  ** 
01 X 4 1 0 + l . X ' F O '   E N A f l L t   T H E  BR.  AT X410.  
R BLNK 
SPACE 1 
N 1  X 4 1 O + l r X ' O F 1   D I S 4 B L E  THF RP. AT X410. 
R X 4 0 0  
T I T L E   ' € D A T A - E R A S l f l L E  STLIRACE AN0 CDNSTANTS.' 
SPACE 1 
D S  OD 
DS OCL16 
O S  F 
os OCL8 
O S  F 
DS OF 
DS C L 3  
D S  C 
OS F 
SP4CE 1 






DC C'  ' 
DC C ' C '  
DC C ' D '  
DC C ' H '  
OC C 'R '  
DC C ' X '  
SPACE 1 
DC C'  ' 
INCH. R3. 
E D A T 5 3 9 0  
E D A T 5 4 0 0  
E D A T 5 4 1 0  
E D A T 5 4 2 0  
E D A l 5 4 3 0  
E D A T 5 4 4 0  
E D A T 5 4 5 0  
E D A T 5 4 6 0  
E D A T 5 4 7 0  
E D A T 5 4 8 0  
E D A T 5 4 9 0  
E D A T 5 5 0 0  
E D A T 5 5 1 0  
E D A T 5 5 2 0  
E D A T 5 5 3 0  
E D A T 5 5 4 0  
E D A T 5 5 5 0  
E O A T 5 5 6 0  
E D A T 5 5 7 0  
E D 4 T 5 5 8 0  
E D A T 5 5 9 0  
E D A T 5 6 0 0  
E D A T 5 6 1 0  
E D A T 5 6 2 0  
E D A T 5 6 3 0  
E D A T 5 6 4 0  
E D A T 5 6 5 0  
E D A T 5 6 5 0  
E D A T 5 6 7 0  
E D A T 5 6 8 0  
E D A T 5 6 9 0  
F D A T 5 7 0 0  
E D A T 5 7 1 0  
E D A T 5 7 2 0  
E D A T 5 7 3 0  
E D A T 5 7 4 0  
E O A T 5 7 5 0  
E O A T 5 7 6 0  
E D A T 5 7 7 0  
E D A T 5 7 8 0  
E D A T 5 7 9 0  
F D A 1 5 8 0 0  
F D A 1 5 8 1 0  
E D A T 5 8 2 0  
E D A T 5 8 3 0  
E D A T 5 8 4 0  
E D A T 5 8 5 0  
F D A T 5 8 6 0  
€ O A T 5 8 7 0  
E D A T 5 8 8 0  
E D A T 5 8 9 0  
E D A T 5 9 0 0  
€ O A T 5 9 1 0  
E D A T 5 9 2 0  
E D A T 5 3 3 0  
* 
L F H 2  
FWD 
RD 
R Z  
R 1  
R 2  
K3 
R 4  
RS 
R h  
R 7  
R E  
R 9  
R Y  
NL 
N 2  
N3 
N 4  
CARD 
BLANK 
R 3 0  
PSW 
K 3  
CBLOCK 
* 




DC C'. ' 
oc C ' + '  
DC C ' "  
D C  C ' n '  
SPACE 1 
L  TURG 
T I T L F   ' E D A T A - C S E C T S   L F H 2  AND LFH3.'  
nc C ' E '  
SPACE 1 
S P A C F  1 
CSECT 




D S  
DS 
D S  
DS 






D S  




o s  
O S  
OS 



















C L 4 '  ' 
F 
2 F  
2 t i  







+ 2 4  
+ 2 8  
+ 3 2  
+ 3 6  
+ 4 0  
+ 4  4 
+ 4 8  
+52 
+ 5 6  
+ 6 0  
+ 7 2  
+ 7 6  
+80 
+84 
+ 8 8  
+ 1 7 2  
+ L 7 6  
+ L E 4  
+ 1 R B  
T 4 B L E  OF lO**N.  
DC D ' 1 ~ O E + O ~ l ~ O E + l ~ L . O E + 2 ~ 1 ~ O ~ + 3 ~ L ~ O F + 4 ~ L . O € + 5 '  
DC D ' 1 ~ 0 t + 6 ~ l . O E + 7 r L . O E , U I 1 . O E + 9 ~ L ~ O E + l O '  
DC D ' L ~ O E + l 1 ~ l ~ C E + L 2 ~ L ~ O E + L 3 ~ 1 ~ 0 E + l 4 ~ 1 ~ O E + 1 5 '  
OC D ' l ~ O E + l h ~ l ~ O E + l 7 ~ L ~ O E + l ~ ~ L ~ O E + Z O '  
E J E C  r 
OC D' l . O E + Z l r   1 . O F + 2 2 ,  1.OE+23r l .OF+24,1.OE+25'  
DC D ' 1 ~ O E + 2 6 r L ~ O E + 2 7 r l ~ 0 ~ + 2 R ~ 1 ~ 0 ~ + 2 9 . 1 . 0 f + 3 0 '  
DC D ' 1 ~ O E + 3 1 r L . O E + 3 2 ~ 1 . O E + 3 3 1 1 . O E + 3 4 ~ 1 ~ 0 E + 3 S '  
DC D ' L ~ O E + 3 6 ~ L ~ O E + 3 7 ~ L ~ O ~ + 3 R ~ L ~ O E + 4 0 '  
DC D'1.0E+4L~1.OE+42~L.Of+43rl.OE+44~1~~€+45' 
OC D ' L ~ O E + 4 6 r l ~ O E + 4 7 r L ~ O E + 4 8 ~ l ~ O t i + 4 9 r L ~ O E + 5 0 '  
DC 0 ' 1 ~ 0 E + 5 1 r 1 ~ 0 € + 5 2 ~ 1 ~ 0 ~ + 5 3 r 1 ~ 0 E + 5 4 ~ 1 ~ 0 ~ + S S '  
DC D ' 1 . 0 E + 5 6 ~ 1 . O E + 5 7 r l . O E + 5 A . 1 . O E + 5 9 r l . O i + b O '  
DC D ' 1 ~ 0 E + 6 L r l ~ C E + h 2 r l ~ O E + 6 3 ~ 1 ~ 0 E + 6 5 '  
E C A T 5 9 4 0  
E D A T 5 9 5 0  
€ O A T 5 9 6 0  
E D A T 5 9 7 0  
E D A T 5 9 8 0  
E D A T 5 9 9 0  
E D A T 6 0 0 0  
E D A T 6 0 1 0  
E O A T 6 0 2 0  
E D A T 6 0 3 0  
E I I A T b O 4 0  
E D A T 6 0 5 0  
E D A T 6 0 6 0  
E D A T b 0 7 0  
E D A T 6 0 8 0  
E D A T 6 0 9 0  
E D A T b l 3 0  
E O A T 6 l l O  
E D A T 6 1 2 0  
E D A T 6 1 3 0  
E O A T b l 4 0  
E D A T 6 1 5 0  
E D A T 6 2 6 0  
€ O A T 6 1   7 0  
E D A T 6 1 8 0  
E D A T 6 1 9 0  
E D A T 6 2 0 0  
E D A T 6 2 1 0  
E D A T 6 2 2 0  
E O A T 6 2 4 0  
k D A T b 2 5 O  
E D I T 6 2 6 0  
E D A T h 2 7 0  
ED4Tb2RO 
f D A T 6 2 9 0  
F D A T 6 3 0 0  
C O A T 6 3 1 0  
E D A T 6 3 2 0  
E D A T b 3 3 0  
E D A T 6 3 4 0  
E O A T b 3 5 0  
E O A T 6 3 6 0  
E D A T 6 3 7 0  
E O A T 6 3 8 0  
t D A T 6 3 9 0  
E D A T 6 4 0 0  
EDA T 6 4 1 0  
E D A T 6 4 2 0  
E D A T 6 4 3 0  
E D A T 6 4 4 0  
E O A T 6 4 5 0  
t O A T 6 4 6 0  
E D A T 6 4 7 0  
€ D A T 6 4 8 O  
~ 0 ~ ~ 6 2 3 0  
DC I)' l .OE+h6 ,  1 . 0 € + 6 7 ,   l . O E + h E ,   1 . 0 E + h 9 ~ 1 . 0 i + 7 0 1  
DC 0 ' 1 ~ O E + 7 1 r l ~ O E + 7 2 ~ 1 ~ O E + 7 3 r l . O E + 7 4 ~ 1 ~ 0 ~ + 7 5 '  
FND 
/* 
/ /  EXEC 4 S S E n D L K , P A R M = ' L 0 4 0 , D E C K 1  
/ /SOURCF.SYSIN OD * 
S P I E  T I T L E  '...DI4GNOSTIC  UPPRESSOR SUBPRJGRAM...' * 9 / 1 7 / 6 8  - L.F.H. 
9 
* MOD. 3 / 0 7 / 6 9  - L.F.H. 
2; 
* USAGF...CALL S P I E (  LOW 1 
WHERE  LDW I S  A P IRAMETFR  CALL ING  FUR  SETTIYG A WEN P.I.E. OR RF- 
* S E T T I N G  THE  OLD P.I.E. I )EPEYDING ON WHETHER IT IS .GT. Z E R O  OR .LT. 
* O N E ,  RFSPECTIVELY.  I F  THE NEW P.1.E. H A S  REEN SET, I T  R E C 4 I N S   I N  
* EFFECT ON SUBSEIUF;.~T C ~ L L S  LIY S P I E  WITH LDIJ .GT. ZERO;  THE n L o  P.I.E. 
9 I S  RESET I F  4 SUBSEQUENT C I L L  ON S P I E   H A S  LDW .LT. ONE. 
p: ... GOOD LUCK-L.F.H. 
S P I E  CSECT 
* 
ENTRY YECHsKL 
USING t , 1 5  
R 5100 
DC C L 6 ' 5 S P I t  
SAREA D S  I O F  
$2100 STM 1 4 , L 2 , 1 2 1 1 3 1  
9 
L A  12,SAREA 
S T  1 3 1 4 1 1 2 )  
S T  1 2 r B l  13) 
LR  13.12 
RALR 2 9 0  
USING * 1 2  
E D A T 6 4 9 0  
k D A T 6 5 0 0  








R E  
PVC 











S P I F O O l O  
SP lEOO2O 
SPIE0030 
S P I E D 0 4 0  
SPIEOOSO 
SP I E0060 
S P I F O O 7 0  
S P I E 0 0 8 0  
SP I f 0090 
S P I E O l O O  
S P I E O l l O  
S P I E O 1 2 O  
SP [EO 130 
S P I E 0 1 4 0  
S P I F 0 1 5 0  
S P I F O 1 6 0  
S P I E 0 1 7 0  
SP I E0180 
SP I EO 190 
SP I E O 2 0 0  
S P I  E 0 2 2 0  
S P I E 0 2 2 0  
S P l F O 2 3 0  
S P I E 0 2 4 0  
S P l E 0 2 5 0  
S P I E 0 2 6 0  
SP I E 0 2 7 0  
S P I E 0 2 8 0  
S P I E 0 2 9 0  
SP I EO 300 
S P l E 0 3 1 0  
S P I E 0 3 2 0  
SP I E 0 3 3 0  
S P I E 0 3 4 0  
S P I F O 3 5 0  
S P I E 0 3 6 0  
S P I E 0 3 7 0  
S P I E 0 3 R O  
S P I E 0 3 9 0  
S P I E 0 4 0 0  
S P I   F 0 4 1 0  
SPIE(1420 
S P I E 0 4 3 0  
S P I F 0 4 4 0  
SPIE0450 
SP I E 0 4 6 0  
S P I E 0 4 7 0  
S P I E 0 4 E O  
S P I E 0 4 9 0  
R E  s z o o  
X C   F L A G I F L A G  
8 5200 * 
R 1  D S  F 
F L A G   D C   F '  0 '  
L TORG 
END 
/ *  
/ /  EXEC ASSEMRLR~PARM='LUADIDECK' 
/ /SOURCE.SYSIY DO * 
S T I M   T I T L E  ' . . .TIME INTERVAL MEASURING SU8PRIlGRAY...' * 6 / 1 4 / 6 8  - L.F.H. 
8 / 3 0 / 6 8  - L.F.H. * MUD. * 
S T I M E  
SLOO 
* 
T T I M E  
T 100 
T 1 O Z  * 
T LO3 
T 1 0 5  
* 
T 2 0 0  
* 
CSECT 
E N T R Y  T T  I M E v T l  
U S I N G  *115  
B s 100 
DC X ' 0 5 '  
DC C L 5 ' S T I H E '  
STM 1 4 9 1 2 t 1 2 l 1 3 )  
L A   1 5 t T T I M E - S T I M E I l 5 )  
USING  TT IMEv I .5  
N I   T l O Z + I , X ' O F '  
8 T l O O  
MVC T 2 r T l  
STM 1 4 9  129 1 2 (  1 3 )  
L 3 ~ 0 ( 1 )  
L 4 1 T l  
01 T 1 O Z + 1 9 X ' F O 1  
LR 2.1'5 
U S I N G   T T I M E . 2  
DROP 15 
L A   1 Z v S A K E A  
ST 1 3 t 4 (  1 2 1  
S T   1 2 . 8 ( 1 3 )
L R  1 3 9 1 2  
OC 0 v T 2 0 0  ** 
STIMER  TASKIRTNJUINTVL=TZ 
L 13,4( 1 2 )  
LM 14r12t 12(  13) 
DCR 159.14 
TTIMFR  CANCEL 
L 4 9  T 1  
S R  4.0 
S T   O P T 1  
ST 4 9 0 ( 3 )  
I3 T 1 0 5  
S P I E 0 5 0 0  
S P I E 0 5 1 0  
S P I E 0 5 2 0  
S P I F 0 5 3 0  
S P I E 0 5 4 0  
S P I F 0 5 5 0  
S P I E 0 5 6 0  
S P I E 0 5 7 0  
S P I E 0 5 R O  
S P I E 0 5 9 0  
S T I M € O 1 0  
ST I M E  020 
S T I M F 0 3 0  
S T I M E 0 4 0  
S T I M E 0 5 0 .  
S T I M E O 6 O  
S T I M E 3 7 0  
STIMEOBO 
STIMEOYO 
S T l M E l O O  
S T I M E l l O  
S T I M E 1 2 0  
S T I M E 1 3 0  
S T I H E l 4 0  
S T I M E 1 5 0  
S T I M E l 6 0  
S T I M E 1 7 0  
S T I H E l 8 O  
S T I M E l Y O  
ST I MEZOO 
S T I M E Z l O  
S T I M E Z Z O  
S T I M E 2 3 0  
S T I M E 2 4 0  
STI).rE2SO 
S T I M E 2 6 0  
S T I M E 2 7 0  
S T 1  M E Z R O  
S T I H E Z Y O  
S T I M E 3 0 0  
S T l M E 3 1 0  
S T I M E 3 2 0  
S T I M E 3 3 0  
S T I M E 3 4 0  
S T I M E 3 5 0  
S T Y M E 3 6 0  
S T I M E 3 7 0  
S T I M E 3 8 0  
S T I H E 3 9 0  
S T t H E 4 0 0  
S T l M E 4 1 0  
S T I M E 4 2 0  , 
I 
T -UNITS=60   MINUTES.  
KTN ABEND 4 0 9 5 * 0 U M P * S T E P  
* 
T 1  OC F '   1 3 8 4 6 1 5 3 8 '  
TZ DS F 
SAREA  US  1HF 
/*  
/ /  EXEC A S S E M O L R t P 4 R M " C f l A O r O E C K '  
/ /SUURCF.SYSIN DD * 
DATA * 
* 2 / 2 1 / 6 9  - L.F.H. * MOD. 9 / 0 3 / 6 9  - L.F.H. * 





TITLE *...INITIAL D A T A  IV C S E C T S  D A T A  AND cnm...' 
nc 2 4 0 ~ ' t i . o ' ~ ~ ~ '  * * 
4 
... PRClGRAR CONTRCIL PARAM€T€RS... 
NE8 1 DC F ' 3 '  NO. flf LST  PHASE  DERIV.  EO'S.
NEQZ DC F ' 6 '  INO. OF 2NC PIHASE DERIV.  EO'S. 
J1 DC F ' O '  MR. PARP.  SET BY SURP. SETH FOR SUBP. RK. 
J 2  DC F 'S '   1ST   PHASk   PRINT FREO. 
J3 DC F ' S '  
J 4  DC F ' O '  C A S t  NO. 
5 5  DC F ' O '  2ND PHASE  EULERIAN  POLE  INDICATOR. * 
* ... Cf lUVERSInN CONSTANTS... * 
CON S C SEC T 
TWPI  DC 0 ' 6 . 2 0 3 1 8 5 3 0 7 1 7 9 5 8 6 4 7 5 9 '  2*P I 
CR TD DC 0 ' 5 7 . 2 9 5 7 7 9 5 1 3 0 0 2 3 2 '   R A D 1 4 N S  T O  DEGREkS 
CDTR DC ~ ' 1 . 7 4 5 3 2 9 2 5 ~ 9 9 4 3 3 n ~ - ~ '  DEGREES  TC  RADIANS 
P I D 2  DC D'  1 . 5 7 0 7 9 6 3 2 6 7 ? 4 8 9 7 '   P I / Z . r !  
P I D 4  DC 0 ' . 7 8 5 3 9 8 1 6 3 3 9 7 4 4 0 3 '   ~ 1 1 4 . 0  
/ *  
/ /  EXEC  LINKGO 
//GO.SYSUDUMP DD S Y S O U T = A , S P A C E = ( T R K t ( 8 ) )  
//GO.DATA5 DD * 
H ADJUST.  PARP. 
END 
... J A V E L I N  ROC STUDY DATA - PAHT 1.1... 
NOMINAL  DATA  WITH  RELEASE  AT  VARYINS G A M M A  ANGL€S. 
...... 
...... 
1920  C ' . . . JAVELIN l l O C  STUDY  PAKT 1.1 - UU 4LIGNHFNT...' 
8 0 4 . 8 8 2 8 1 2 5 D - 4 ' 9 . 5 0 0  H0.01. 
80 U . 8 0 4 1 h 7 D 0 ~ . 4 2 8 6 O 0 ~ 1 . 4 5 6 0 0  
136 D3.50 333DO Dtl .  
160 D.4DOt.117RD01.3466DO~.42DO M , J C Y l t J C Y 2 r J C Y 3 .  
1 9 2  DODOp.0321900,ODO  J tY4sJCY5tJCY6.  
2 4 0  D7.5DO J V X L .  
3 2 8  D6D 1 5D-6   YTvYfPS.  
3 5 2  D515D0 A X L .  
D l  ~ ) 2 r 0 3 .  
S T I H f 4 3 0  
ST 1 ME440 
S T I M E 4 5 0  
S T I H E 4 6 0  
S T I M E 4 7 0  
S T I M E 4 8 0  
S T I H F 4 9 0  
D A T A 0 0 1 0  
D A T A 0 0 2 0  
D A T A 0 0 3 0  
O A T 4 0 0 1 0  
D A T A 0 0 5 0  
D A T A 0 0 6 0  
D A T A 0 0 7 0  
D A T A 0 0 8 0  
D A T A 0 0 9 0  
D A T A 0 1 0 0  
D A T 4 0 1 1 0  
D A T A 0 1 2 0  
D A T A 0 1 3 0  
D A T A 0 1 4 0  
D A T A 0 1 5 0  
D A T A 0 1 6 0  
D A T A 0 1 7 0  
D A T A 0 1 8 0  
D A T A 0 1 9 0  
DATADL00 
D A T A 0 2 1 0  
D A T A 0 2 2 0  
D A T A 0 2 3 0  
D A T A 0 2 4 0  
D A T A 0 2 5 0  
D A T A 0 2 6 0  
D A T A 0 2 7 0  
D A T A 0 2 8 0  
JROCOOlO 
JROCODZO 
J R O C 0 0 3 0  
J R O C 0 0 4 0  
J R O t 0 0 5 0  
J R O C 0 0 6 0  
JROC007D 
JROCOOBO 
J R [ l C 0 0 9 0  
JROC013D 









2 0 1 2  
2 0 1 6  
1 7 7  
2 0 1 2  
3 2 8  
7 7  
3 7 8  
7 7  
32R 
7 7  
37 8 
7 7  
160 
1 9 2  
3 2 8  
2 0 1 2  
3 1 7 0  
2 0 1 2  
3 2  8 
7 0  
3 2 8  
7 0  
3 2 8  
7 0  
3 2  8 
70 
1 6 0  
1 9 2  
328 
2 0 1 2  
4 1 7 0  
2 0 1 2  
3 2 0  
7 0  
70 
3 2 8  
7 0  
3 2 8  
00 
/ *  
3 2 8  
04 
R 
D 3 2 7 6 8  
0 3 0  1 
R 
01- 5 0  1 
R 
K 
D l D l  
R 
n 15 
0 1 2 . 5 0 0  
...... 
EFFECT OF CLAMSHELL  DENSITY CHANGE 
...... 
...... 
0.4400,. 1 2 9 m 0 , .  3 a 1 3 ~ 0 , . 4 6 2 0 0  
O O D O t  . 035410090DO 
06019 5D-6  
0 4  
R 





D 1 2 . 5 0 0  
K 
0 1 0 1  
R 
.I 
EFFECT OF CLAMSHELL  DENSITY  CHANGE 
0.36D0,. lObOi10,. 3119110~ .37RUO 
...... 
D O D O . . O ~ ~ ~ ~ D O , O O O  
0 6 0  1 
04 
I<  
0 3 2 7 6 8  
D3D 1 
R 





R ... EYD OF J O B  I N P U T . . .  
J Z - P R I N T  F R E G .  
J3 -H   ADJ .  PARM. 
JZ-PK I NT F K E  Go 
YT. 
Y T. 
Y T .  
Y T .  
T O  1.1 OF NOMINAL. 
M r J C Y l v J C Y Z v J C Y 3 .  
J C Y 4 r J C Y 5 r J C Y b .  
YTrYEPS. 
J 2 - P R I N T  FRER. 
J?-P411\1T FREQ. 
Y T .  
Y T. 
Y T .  
Y T .  
T O  0.9 I F  I IUMINAL.  
M r J C Y l r J C Y 2 t J C Y 3 .  
J C Y 4 t J C Y 5 p J C Y 6 .  
Y T .  
J Z - D R I N T  FREQ. 
JZ-PRINT  FKFQ. 
Y T. 
Y T .  
YT. 
Y T .  
JROC0140  
J K O C 0 1 5 0  
JRUCOl6O 
J R O C O l 7 0  
J R O C 0 1 8 0  





J K O C 0 2 4 0  
J K O C O Z S O  
JROC0260  
J R U C 0 2 7 0  
J R O C O Z R O  
J R n C O Z 9 0  
J H D C 0 3 0 0  
JROCO310 










J R O C 0 4 2 0  
J K O C 0 4 3 0  
JROC0440  
J R D C 0 4 5 0  
J R U C 0 4 6 0  
J R O C 0 4 7 0  
J R O C 0 4 8 0  
J R O C 0 4 9 0  
JROC0530  
JROC0510  
J R O C 0 5 2 0  
JROC0530  
J R O C 0 5 4 0  
J R O C 0 5 5 0  
JKClC0560 
JROC0570  
J R O C 0 5 8 0  
JROC0530  
JROCO6OO 
1 8 0 8  CARDS 
’ N A T I O N A L   A E R O N A U T I C S   A N D   S P A C E   A D M I S T R A T I O N  
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